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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The economic importance of the cultivated soybean, Glycine max (L.) 
Merr., has been reviewed recently by Smith and Huyser (1986). They point 
out that soybeans account for approximately 50% of world oilseed produc­
tion, and that over 60% of this production is in the United States. Only 
maize (Zea mays L.) produces more farm income in the United States. 
Given the economic importance of this species, it would be natural to 
assume that the study of soybean genetics is highly advanced. 
Unfortunately, this is not the case. 
Palmer and Kilen (1986) listed 159 loci which had been characterized 
in soybean. Of these, 35 have been assigned to one of the 13 linkage 
groups defined to date. In maize, by contrast, there are literally 
hundreds of loci which have been assigned to chromosomes. Much of this 
disparity can be attributed to the relative intractability of soybeans as 
a research organism. 
Soybeans have 4-0 small, nearly indistinguishable chromosomes which 
make karyotyping and pachytene cytology tedious or unreasonable. 
Hybridizations are so time consuming that testcrosses are not performed 
routinely in genetic analyses. There are a limited number of well-
defined cytogenetic stocks available as tools for genetic studies. 
Against this background, then, any study which defines additional loci 
and/or assigns loci to new or existing linkage groups is a significant 
contribution to our understanding of the qualitative genetics of soybean. 
There are positive aspects about the current state of soybean gene­
tics research, however. Because soybeans are nearly 100% self-poUina-
ted, the development of F2 populations for genetic analyses is nearly 
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effortless. The United States Department of Agriculture maintains 
collections of soybean germplasm and lines carrying mutant loci at 
Urbana, Illinois and Stoneville, Mississippi which can serve as raw 
material for genetic and breeding experiments. The Soybean Genetics 
Committee reviews manuscripts concerning soybean genetics, with attention 
to proper genetic interpretation and assignment of gene symbols. A 
report of the most recent annual meeting of this committee is published 
in each volume of the Soybean Genetics Newsletter. 
Qualitative genetic studies in plants are facilitated by the use of 
marker loci which can be scored at the seedling, rather than the mature 
plant, stage; there are obvious economies of time and space. Many of the 
159 loci listed by Palmer and Kilen (1986) are either mature plant char­
acters, or require relatively expensive or tedious methods of analysis. 
Others, such as the chlorophyll-deficient genotypes, have deleterious 
effects on plant vigor or must be maintained as heterozygotes. 
One can speculate on the characteristics of qualitative traits which 
would be most useful as markers in genetic and breeding studies. I 
believe that the following are characteristics of an ideal genetic 
marker: 
1. It should be possible to unanbigously identify the genotype of F2 
individuals, preferably at the seed or seedling stage. 
2. There should be no deleterious effects of the genotype on plant 
vigor. 
3. The alleles should be completely penetrant. 
4. The alleles should display partial dominant or codominant gene 
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expression, thus allowing the determination of Fg genotypes on the basis 
of F2 phenotype. 
5. There should be no epistatic interactions between marker loci. 
I believe that loci conditioning electrophoretically detected iso­
enzyme variants satisfy all or most of Idiese characteristics, and there­
fore may be ideal markers for genetic and breeding studies in soybean. 
Isoenzyme electrophoresis is a biochemical technique which makes 
possible the detection of genetically conditioned differences among indi­
viduals, populations, or species. The basic procedure is as follows: 
1. Preparation of a crude extract. Plant tissue is ground, usually in a 
buffer of neutral or near-neutral pH. Any tissue can be used. There may 
be developmental or tissue specific patterns of isozyme expression, 
however, and most workers concentrate on one specific tissue and develop­
mental stage. Usually, little else is done to purify the material, 
although centrifugation to produce a supernatant free of cellular debris 
is becoming popular. 
2. Electrophoretic separation of proteins. The crude extract is loaded 
onto a gel (starch and polyacrylamide are the two most popular support 
media) and subjected to an electrical voltage. The proteins migrate 
through the gel toward (usually) the positive electrode, and become 
separated from one another on the basis of their size, and (since these 
are native, or non-denaturing, gels), net charge. Relative mobility is 
affected by the pH and ionic strength of the gel and electrode buffers 
used, as well as the concentration (pore size) of the gel matrix. The 
selection of a buffer system which uncovers variation is thus critical. 
3. Visualization of the location in the gel of specific proteins of 
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interest. Histochemical staining methods are used to locate specific 
enzymes. In general, a mixture of chemicals is poured onto the gel, 
and the enzymes of interest catalyze a specific biochemical reaction. 
Their location is visualized by linking either the disappearance of 
substrate or the evolution of a product to a color change in one or more 
dyes. Proteins which catalyze the same reaction but migrate to different 
locations in a gel, and thus represent different molecular forms, are by 
definition, isoenzymes. 
Differences between genotypes in the mobility of a specific form of 
an isozyme frequently indicate allelic variation. The genetic basis of 
such differences can be studied using classical methods of Mendelian 
genetics. Because the technique allows the detection of the immediate 
product of structural loci, there are few, if any, environmental or 
epistatic effects on the phenotype. An isozyme phenotype is nearly 
always equal to the isozyme genotype. 
The history of isozymes in plant research has been reviewed recently 
by McMillin (1983). The unique properties of isoenzyme loci as markers, 
as well as the opportunity to assay several loci non-destructively on a 
single individual, suggests that they may have potential uses in plant 
genetics and breeding. 
Tanksley (1983a) has reviewed the properties of isozyme loci which 
make them ideal for use in mapping loci conditioning qualitative traits, 
as well as their use in mapping quantitative trait loci (QTL). It is 
this relationship which has been the basis of experiments using iso­
enzymes as markers in breeding populations. The simplest applications 
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woTild be found in cases in which a locus conditioning a disease or pest 
resistant phenotype vas linked tightly to a locus conditioning an isoen­
zyme variant. Such linkages have been detected in other crops. 
The Aps-1 locus, which conditions acid phosphatase variants in 
tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum), is tightly linked to the locus Mi 
(nematode resistance) (Rick and Fobes, 1974-) and is currently being used 
as a selection tool in breeding for nematode resistance (Tanksley and 
Rick, 1980). In the garden pea (Pisum sativum L.), the Pgm-p locus, 
which conditions phosphoglucomutase variants, is linked to the îfo locus, 
which conditions resistance to bean yellow mosaic virus (Weeden et al., 
1984). The authors stated that they intended to use this linkage as the 
basis of a simplified selection procedure in breeding for virus 
resistance. 
The next logical question is whether or not individual marker loci 
can be shown to be associated with chromosome segments which condition 
quantitative traits. Such a study would be most efficient if all of the 
chromosomes were marked with individual loci. 
Tanksley and Rick (1980) presented an isozyme gene linkage map of 
the tomato, in which 22 isozyme loci marked 9 of the 12 tomato chromo­
somes. They went on to suggest a marker-facilitated strategy of intro-
gression of genes from an exotic source. In this procedure, individuals 
with recurrent parent allozymes are selected in early generations of a 
backcrossing program to more quickly recover the recurrent parent pheno­
type. They suggested that this procedure might shorten the breeding 
procedure by at least one or two backcrosses. Tanksley et al. (1981) 
tested this hypothesis in an interspecific tomato backcross. They 
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reported significant correlations between mean heterozygosity and levels 
of four quantitative traits. They suggested that isozyme selection, 
followed by morphological selection, would increase the efficiency and 
shorten the breeding cycle of an introgression/backcross breeding program 
in tomato. Vallejos and Tanksley (1983) reported linkage, or associa­
tion, of isozyme loci with factors contributing to low-temperature 
tolerance in another interspecific tomato backcross. Zamir et al. (1982) 
reported that the ability of tomato pollen grains to germinate at low 
temperature was conditioned by two chromosomal segments which are linked 
to the Adh-2 and Pgi-1 isozyme loci. 
The relationship between isoenzyme marker loci and chromosome seg­
ments affecting quantitative traits has been investigated in several 
maize populations. Brown (1971) assayed allozyme frequencies in maize 
lines which had been subjected to 65 generations of selection for 
different levels of protein and oil. He concluded that the differences 
among lines were consistent with a hypothesis of genetic drift and selec­
tive neutrality of the isozyme loci. Brown and AUard (1971) monitored 
nine isozyme loci in a reciprocal recurrent selection experiment; those 
loci exhibited a neutral response to selection for yield. Stuber and 
Moll (1972) showed some changes in allozyme frequency through nine cycles 
of selection in maize populations, and suggested that at least one of the 
loci was linked to factors for yield. Stuber et al. (1980) monitored 
allozyme frequency changes at eight loci in four maize long-term selec­
tion experiments. They determined that changes in allozyme frequency 
were not consistent with the hypothesis of random drift. With at least 
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three of the loci, the changes were consistent with the hypothesis of 
selection at, or near, those loci. 
If allozyme frequencies respond to selection for yield, then perhaps 
selection for allozyme composition will have a corresponding effect on 
quantitative traits. This hypothesis was tested by Stuber et al. (1982). 
They started with an unselected maize population, which was one of the 
four monitored in the previous study (Stuber et al., 1980). They 
selected for allozyme genotype to create a population with allozyme 
frequencies nearly identical to those observed after ten cycles of full-
sib family selection for grain yield. They observed changes in yield and 
ear number equivalent to those observed after two cycles of selection for 
grain yield. 
Isoenzyme markers may be useful in other types of experiments in 
plant biology. Cardy and Eannenberg (1982) surveyed the isozyme geno­
types of maize inbreds and hybrids used in Canada. They concluded that 
there was sufficient allozymic variability to be used for cultivar 
identification. Wetter (1977) and Wetter and Kao (1980) used isoenzyme 
patterns to characterize Nicotiana-Glycine intergeneric somatic hybrid 
cell lines and track chromosome loss over time. Tang and Hart (1975) and 
Hart et al. (1980) reported on their initial investigations into the use 
of isoenzyme markers to identify alien-chromosome addition lines of 
wheat, rye, and barley. Hart and Tuleen (1983) reviewed the current 
status of these methods. Lassner and Orton (1983) discuss the use of 
isoenzymes in characterizing somaclonal variability in cell cultures or 
in plants regenerated from culture. Roth and Lark (1984.) used isoenzymes 
to characterize partial haploid soybean cell lines derived from 
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heterozygous individuals. They did not attempt to work with defined 
loci, however, so the genetic basis of their observations is unclear. 
Because of the need for additional marker loci for basic qualitative 
genetic studies in soybeans. Dr. Palmer and I felt that the soybean 
genetics project should move into this area. We also felt that the basic 
genetic information accumulated would be useful in the areas of cell 
culture, plant breeding, and cultivar identification. We were not the 
first to envision the use of isoenzyme loci in soybean, however. 
Blogg and Imrie (1982) used starch gel electrophoresis to detect 
isozyme variants in soybean cultivars. They concluded that 
electrophoretically resolved variability existed for soybean isozymes, 
and that it could be useful in cultivar identification. They did not 
investigate the genetic bases of these variants. 
Isozyme electrophoresis has been used to study relationships among 
taxa in the subgenus Glycine. Brouè et al. (1977) used starch gel 
electrophoresis, followed by numerical analysis, to investigate the rela­
tionship among populations of four species of perennial Glycine collected 
in Australia. Grant et al. (1984.) used isoenzyme and cytological data to 
study the variability in Glycine tomentella populations collected in 
Australia and the Southwest Pacific. 
By far, the largest contribution to soybean isozyme genetics in 
recent years has come from the laboratory of T. T. Kiang at the 
University of New Hampshire. Much of this work was reviewed by Kiang and 
Gorman (1983), although some of the gene symbols used there are now 
obsolete. An additional review of the genetics of isoenzyme and protein 
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variants in soybean can be found in Palmer and Kilen (1986). The gene 
symbols used in the later review are more in line with accepted 
terminology for soybean genetics. A guide to accepted and obsolete 
symbols used for isoenzyme variants in soybean is available (Palmer et 
al., 1985). 
The electrophoretic system used by the New Hampshire laboratory 
(Kiang and Gorman, 1983), which is a horizontal polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (PAGE) system, allows the separation of many isozymes of 
several different enzymes. My experience indicated that this was a low-
resolution system with poor repeatability. The photographs of gels 
published by Kiang and Gorman (1983) tend to support this conclusion. 
In an attempt to achieve better resolution of soybean isozymes, I 
began experimenting with several vertical PAGE systems. The two with 
which I was most successful were those described by Davis (1964) and 
Shumaker et al. (1982). The former has proven useful for resolving 
amylase and superoxide dismutase isoenzymes, while the latter resolves an 
uncharacterized leucine aminopeptidase variant. These systems still have 
limitations, however. I was unsuccessful in my attempts to use these 
techniques to resolve isozymes of several other enzymes; further, 
vertical PAGE techniques, while generally affording maximum resolution, 
have the disadvantage of allowing staining for only one enzyme per gel, 
since the gels are too thin to slice. 
A major improvement in techniques for soybean isozyme electro­
phoresis was the protocols described by Cardy and Beversdorf (1984a, 
1984b). These protocols combine rapid sample preparation with electro­
phoretic conditions which resolve several soybean isozymes in starch 
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gels. The major value of this work is that Dr. Cardy has taken the time 
to screen numerous combinations of gel systems and activity stains, 
arriving at a subset which works consistently. These include some of the 
isozymes resolved in Dr. Kiang's laboratory in New Hampshire, as well as 
several, previously uncharacterized, variants. These techniques are the 
basis for much of the work reported in this dissertation. 
There were three major goals of this research: 
1. To define the genetic basis of electrophoretically detected isoenzyme 
variants for which inheritance data was unpublished. 
2. To use the loci defined in Goal 1, as well as other isozyme loci, in 
qualitative genetic studies (primarily linkage tests) in an attempt to 
assign them to new or existing linkage groups. 
3. To conduct a survey of isoenzyme variability in the USDA soybean 
germplasm collections. 
These goals are addressed in following sections of this dissertation. 
Explanation of Dissertation Format 
This dissertation has been prepared under the alternate format, that 
is, individual sections which report research results are intended to be 
submitted, with only minor revision, to appropriate scientific journals. 
Each section includes specific references for that section. 
The sections are: 
Section I, which assigns the Spl locus to linkage group 1, and 
establishes its order relative to two other loci. 
Section II, which reports inheritance and linkage studies with five 
previously uncharacterized loci conditioning isoenzyme variants. 
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Section III, which reports inheritance and linkage studies with two 
superoxide dismutase isoenzyme loci. 
Section IV, which details a survey of isoenzyme variability, at 13 
loci, in the TJSDA soybean germplasm collections. 
These four sections are followed by two additional sections; a 
Summary and Discussion, which ties together the research findings in 
light of recent developments, and a Literature Cited section, which 
includes only those references mentioned in the General Introduction 
and Summary and Discussion sections. 
All of the work reported in the four research sections is my own. 
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SECTION I. LOCATING THE ^  LOCUS ON SOYBEAN LINEAGE GROUP 1 
Abstract 
The Spl isozyme locus in soybean, which codes for /S-amylase mobility 
variants, was tested for linkage with two loci known to be on linkage 
group 1. Spl is linked to T (pubescence color), with a recombination 
frequency of 30.8+ 1.6 percent, and to 112 (chlorophyll deficient), with 
a recombination frequency of 19.4+ 1.8 percent. The order of the three 
loci is Sp1-Y12-T. 
INTRODUCTION 
Thirteen linkage groups have been described in soybean. Glycine max 
(L.) Merrill (Palmer and Kilen, 1986). Linkage group 1 includes the most 
loci, six. These are 112, T, Fg3, F&4, and Df5 (Buzzell, 1974, 1977, 
1979; Buzzell and Palmer, 1985; Palmer, 1977, 1984; Weiss, 1970). Y12 
and 2 are the outside markers, relative to the other loci. The Y12 locus 
conditions a seedling chlorophyll-deficient phenotype (Weiss, 1970). The 
T-t gene pair conditions tawny versus gray pubescence color (Woodvorth, 
1921), apparently by the hydroxylation of kaempferol to quercetin 
(Buttery and Buzzell, 1973). The Spl locus (Gorman and Kiang, 1978; Orf 
and Hymowitz, 1976) codes for /3-amyl|Lse (Hildebrand and Hymowitz, 1976), 
and four allelic variants are known (Kiang, 1981). Spl is independent of 
the loci Dtl, Ep, and ^  (Orf and Hymowitz, 1977, 1978), as well 
as several other isozyme loci (Kiang and Gorman, 1983). This paper 
reports research that established that Spl is linked to both Y12 and T on 
linkage group 1, as well as the relative order of the three loci. 
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Materials and Methods 
Seeds of domestic and introduced cultivars used in this study 
originally were obtained from R.L. Bernard, USDA ARS, Urbana, Illinois, 
and have been maintained as pure lines at Ames. A80-24.7 is a research 
line that received the y12 and Spl-b alleles from genetic type T233, and 
is homozygous for both. All hybridizations were done in the field at 
Ames in 1982 or 1983. F-] plants from crosses 1, 2, 3» and 5 (Table l) 
were grown in the Iowa State University-University of Puerto Rico Soybean 
Breeding Nursery at Isabela, Puerto Rico, during the November 1983-
February 1984 season, under supplemental lighting to simulate long-day 
conditions before induction of flowering. The plants of Cross 4 
(Table 1) were grown at Ames during the summer of 1983. 
For the investigation of the Spl-T linkage, F2 plants were grown in 
the field at Ames during the summer of 1984. Individual F2 plants were 
classified for pubescence color at maturity, then single-plant threshed. 
Four F^ individuals per F2 family were analyzed by using polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis and an amylase activity assay to determine F2 plant 
genotypes at the Spl locus. For the investigation of the Y12-Sp1 
linkage, F2 individual s were germinated four days on germination paper, 
and a sample was taken from the cotyledons for the electrophoretic 
analysis. The seedlings were transplanted to a sandbench in the 
greenhouse. Seven to ten days later, plants were scored as green or 
yellow, corresponding to the genotypes Y12 or y12y12,- respectively. 
Cotyledon samples were ground in cold extraction buffer (0.1 M Tris-
HCl pH 7.2, 4 percent PVP-40(polyvinylpyrrolidone, MW 40,000), 400 mM 
sucrose, 1 mM dithiothreitol) and centrifuged at 10,000 x g for six 
minutes. The supernatant was loaded on 10 percent acrylamide gels 
prepared with the buffers described by Davis (1964)* Electrophoresis was 
carried out at 3 watts per gel (constant power) until the front had 
migrated approximately 90 mm through the separating gel. Amylase 
activity was visualized by incubating the gel in a solution of 1 percent 
soluble starch in 0.2 M sodium acetate buffer pH 5.0 for 20-30 minutes. 
The gel was rinsed and flooded with an I2EI solution (0.02 M I2, 
0.036 M Kl). 
Chi-square tests of linkage and heterogeneity were calculated 
according to Mather (1951). Recombination frequencies were calculated by 
using maximum likelihood formulas for the appropriate segregation ratios 
as developed by Allard (1956). 
Results and Discussion 
A chi-square test of linkage was calculated for the Spl-T 
segregation data (Table 1A), based on an expected 3:6:3:1:2:1 segregation 
ratio. Each of the four crosses, as well as their combined total, had a 
significant linkage chi-square; hence, we conclude that Spl and 2 are 
linked. Re combination frequencies were calculated for each cross and 
ranged from 26.5 + 2.9 percent for Cross 1 to 37.5 +3-7 percent for 
Cross 2; however, the chi-square test of heterogeneity of the 
recombination frequencies was not significant (Table 1A). We conclude 
that the four sets of data are homogeneous. A recombination frequency of 
30.8 + 1.6 percent was calculated for the combined data (Table 1A). 
The Spl-Y12 segregation data also were tested for linkage (Table 
IB). The chi-square for linkage on a total of 996 individuals in seven 
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families was highly significant. Because of poor expression of the 
y12y12 genotype under the conditions in our greenhouse during part of 
this study (cloudy weather, coupled with shading (whitewash) for the 
summer season) and/or lower viability of the y12y12 genotype, the Y12 
locus did not segregate with the expected 3:1 ratio (Table IB). The data 
subsequently were analyzed on a single-family basis, and certain families 
that were the major source of deviation were deleted from the analysis, 
resulting in Subset A (Table IB) in which the 112 locus did segregate in 
a 3:1 ratio. In addition, the Spl data for y12y12 individuals only were 
examined (Subset B). Both the chi-square for linkage for Subset A and 
that for the deviation of the Spl locus from 1:2:1 for Subset B were 
significant. We conclude that Spl and Y12 are linked. Recombination 
frequencies for all three sets of data are presented in Table IB. These 
range from 17.8 4..0 percent for Subset B to 21.8 + 1.5 percent for the 
entire population. A test of heterogeneity is not appropriate because 
these are not independent sets of data. The value of 19.4 + 1.8 percent 
for Subset A would seem the most valid as an estimate of the recombina­
tion frequency between Spl and Y12. 
T12 and T are known to be linked, with a recombination frequency of 
21.6 + 0.7 percent (Weiss, 1970). That fact, taken together with the 
results of this study (Figure 1), allows us to establish that the 
relative order of the three loci is Sp1-Y12-T. Further, inasmuch as both 
Y12 and 2 &re known to be in linkage group 1, it establishes that Spl is 
in linkage group 1. The Spl-T interval of linkage group 1, spanning 30.8 
map units, is thus the most intensely marked segment of the soybean 
genome to date, with a total of seven loci (Palmer and Kilen, 1986). 
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More exact placement of Spl, relative to other markers in linkage group 
1, will become possible only when appropriate populations which segregate 
several of the markers on linkage group 1 are available. 
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Table 1, Recombination frequencies for two pairs of loci in soybean 
A. Results of crosses of genotypes Sp1-aSp1-a/tt X Spl-bSpl-b/TT; 
Gross Parents 
Class designation and expected proportion* 
3 ef 6 ghi 3 jk 11 2m In Total recomb 
S.E. 
1 Evans x Minsoy 39 125 69 43 31 4 311 50.85** 26.5 2.9 
2 Evans x Polysoy 50 140 74 35 32 4 335 28.60** 30.4 2.9 
3 Evans x Peking 34 126 58 37 38 7 300 31.88** 30.4 3.0 
4 Evans x PI 257430 45 91 50 26 20 8 240 11.68** 37.5 3.7 
Combined total 168 482 251 141 121 23 1186 17.71** 30.8 1.6 
B. Results of cross of genotypes Sp1-aSpl-a/YI2Y12 X Spl-bSp1-b/y12y12; 
Cross Parents 
Glass désignation and expected proportion* 
3 ef 6 ghi 3 jk 11 2 m In Total 
% S.E. 
recomb % 
5 Evans x A80-247 
(All data) 125 464 222 127 50 8 996 184.28** 21.8 1.5 
Subset A 
(Y12 seg 3:1) 69 278 130 96 34 4 611 165.78** 19.4 1.8 
Subset B 
(1:2:1 within y12y12) 127 50 8 185 192.15** 17.8 4.0 
®Class designations per Allard (1956). 
**P<0.005, df=2. 
Sfil 
4-
Y12 
19.4 ± 1.8 
30.8 + 1.6 
21.6 + 0.7' 
\0 
* From Weiss (1970) 
Figure 1. Relative positions of the three looi, Sp1, Y12 and T 
in soybean linkage group 1 
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SECTION II. IHEERITANCE AMD LIMkGE STUDIES WITH 
FIVE ISOZYME LOCI IN SOYBEAN 
Abstract 
Five additional loci conditioning isoenzyme mobility variants were 
described. They are Acol, Aco2, Aco3, kcoU (aconitate hydratase mobility 
variants) and Enp (endopeptidase mobility variants). Each locus exhibits 
codominant expression, and codes for apparently monomeric proteins. 
Tests of linkage between these loci and several loci were performed. 
Aco3 is linked to both Spl and T, two loci known to be on linkage 
group 1. The other four loci were determined to be independent of 1 
loci tested. 
Introduction 
Genetic and breeding studies in soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr.) 
would be facilitated by the availability of additional loci that can be 
scored at the seedling stage and are not deleterious to plant vigor. 
Isozyme loci fit these criteria. Palmer and Kilen (1986) list 29 loci 
conditioning isozyme and protein variants in soybean. Some of these are 
relatively difficult to assay, or are not widely distributed in the 
germplasm collections. 
Cardy and Beversdorf (1984a, 1984b) have described techniques for 
detecting several soybean isoenzymes on starch gels, including aconitase 
and endopeptidase mobility variants. Generally, these techniques resolve 
five aconitase bands, or zones of activity, and one endopeptidase band. 
Our own survey of variability for these isozymes in the soybean germplasm 
collections (Section IV) indicates at least two variants for each band. 
The purpose of this research was to investigate the mode of inheritance 
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of mobility variants for four of the aconitase beinds as well as the one 
endopeptidase bsind. Further, we tested for linkage between these five 
loci and several other loci. 
Materials and Methods 
Seeds of domestic and introduced strains, and T-lines (from the 
Genetic Type Collection) of soybeans (Glycine max) and wild soybeans (G. 
so.ia Sieb. et Zucc.) used in this study originally were obtained from R. 
L. Bernard, USDA ARS, TJrbana, Illinois, and have been maintained as pure 
lines at Ames. The line A83-386 originally was obtained from Pioneer Hi-
Bred International as part of another study. The line Asgrow A1937 is 
available commercially. Hybridizations were done in the field in Ames in 
either 1982, 1983, or 1984-. plants were grown either at the Iowa 
State University-University of Puerto Rico Soybean Breeding Nursery at 
Isabela, Puerto Rico, or in Ames. F2 populations, where needed, were 
grown in Ames in summer 1984 or 1985 and single-plant threshed to develop 
F2 families. Flower color (W1-w1 gene pair) was scored on either F2 
plants in the field, or on F2 seedlings in a sandbench (the W1_ locus has 
a pleiotropic effect on hypocotyl color). Pubescence color (T-t ) was 
scored on F2 plants at maturity. Sharp versus blunt pubescence tip (Pb-
pb) was scored on leaves from F2 plants grown in the field. Seed coat 
peroxidase activity level (Ep-ep) was scored on a sample of 2 F^ seeds 
per F2 family, using a simple spot test (Buttery and Buzzell, 1968). 
Root fluorescence (either Fri-fri or Fr2-fr2) was scored on F2 seedlings 
grown on germination paper and exposed to ultraviolet light. 
Sample preparation techniques for the isozyme analyses were adapted 
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from Caxdy and Beversdorf (1984a., 1984-^), and were done as follows: 
Seeds were germinated on germination paper 72 to 100 hours at 30°C, then 
sampled by punching out 3 pieces of one cotyledon using a 200-ul glass-
bore pipettor. The samples were put in 1.5-ml polypropylene 
microcentrifuge tubes, to which 120 ul cold extraction buffer (0.1 M 
tris-HGl pH 7.2, 4% PVP-40 [polyvinylpyrrolidone, MW 4-0,000], 400 mM 
sucrose, 1 mM dithiothreitol) was added. Samples were ground for 30 
seconds by using a laboratory stirring motor fitted with a pointed 
acrylic rod that fit loosely in the microcentrifuge tubes. The samples 
were placed in a refrigerated microcentrifuge and centrifuged at 10,000 x 
g for three minutes. The supernatant was loaded directly onto acrylamide 
gels by micropipet (10 ul) or onto starch gels by first absorbing the 
supernatant onto 2.4 x 10 mm wicks pionched from Whatman ITo. 2 filter 
paper. 
Aconitase, acid phosphatase, diaphorase, endopeptidase, and 
isocitrate dehydrogenase isozymes were, resolved on 13% starch gels with 
the 'D' buffer system (Cardy and Beversdorf 1984a). Gel molds patterned 
after those described by Cardy and Beversdorf (1984) were used to allow 
direct contact between the gel and the electrode buffer. Electrophoresis 
was carried out at 8 watts per 500 ml gel for 4 hours, or until a 
bromophenol-blue dye marking the front had migrated 100 mm. After 
electrophoresis, gels were sliced horizontally into pieces 1.5 mm in 
thickness to allow analysis of several enzymes from one gel. Amylase and 
superoxide dismutase isozymes were resolved on 9% acrylamide gels with 
the buffers suggested by Davis (1964). Electrophoresis was carried out 
at 3.0 to 3.5 watts per gel for 3*5 hours or until the front had migrated 
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90 mm through, the separating gel. 
Isozyme assays were adapted from Cardy and Beversdorf (1984a,, 
1984b). Aconitase activity (aconitate hydratase, EC 4*2.1.3) was 
visualized by incubating gel slices at 37°C in the following solution; 
100 ml 0.2 M tris-HCl, pH 8.0; 200 mg cis-aconitic acid; 40 units iso-
citrate dehydrogenase; 100 mg MgCl2; 15 mg NADP (B-nicotinamide adenine 
dinucleotide phosphate); 5 mg MTT (methyl thiazolyl tetrazolium bromide); 
2 mg PMS (phenazine methosulfate ). Acid phosphatase activity (EG 
3.1.3.2) was visualized by incubating gel slices at 37°C in the following 
solution: 100 ml 0.2 M sodium acetate, pH 5.0; 100 mg a-naphthyl acid 
phosphate; 25 mg fast garnet GBC salt. Amylase activity (EC 3*2.1.2) was 
visualized by incubating the gel in a solution of 1 percent soluble 
starch in 0.2 M sodium acetate buffer pH 5.0 for 20 to 30 minutes. The 
gel was rinsed and flooded with an I2KI solution (0.02 M I2, 0.036 M Kl). 
Diaphorase activity (EC 1.6.4*3) was visualized by incubating gel slices 
at 37°C in the following solution: 100 ml 0.2 M tris-HCl, pH 8.0; 30 mg 
NADS (B-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, reduced form); 1 mg DGPIP 
(dichlorophenol-indophenol) ; 5 mg MTT. Endopeptidase activity was 
visualized by incubating gel slices at 37°C in the following solution: 
100 ml 0.1 M tris-maleate-NaOH, pH5.2; 25 mg BAM (a-N-benzoyl-DL-argi-
nine-B-naphthylamide) dissolved in 10 ml 50% acetone; 100 mg MgCl2; 10 mg 
fast black K salt. Isocitrate dehydrogenase activity (EC 1.1.1.42) was 
visualized in the following manner; Solution 1: 15 ml 0.1 M tris-HCL, 
pH 9.O; 100 mg DL-isocitric acid; 100 mg MgCl2; 15 mg NADP; 2.5 mg NBT 
(nitro blue tetrazolium); 1 mg PMS. Solution 2: 20 ml 0.1 M tris-HCl, 
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pH 9.0; 175 mg agar. Solution 2 was heated until the agar was dissolved, 
then cooled to 75°C, mixed with Solution 1, and poured over the gel 
slice. Gels were incubated at 37°C in the dark. Superoxide dismutase 
activity (EC 1.15.1.1) was assayed on acrylamide gels in the following 
solution, adapted from Beauchamp and Fridovich (1971): 100 ml 0.1 M 
potassium phosphate, pH 7.8; 1 mg riboflavin; 0.1 ml TEMED 
tetramethyl-ethylenediamine); 10 mg MTT. Gels were allowed to soak in 
this solution 15 minutes in dark or moderate light conditions, then 
placed directly onto a light box to allow bands to develop. 
Chi-square tests of linkage and heterogeneity were calculated 
according to Mather (1951). Recombination frequencies were calculated by 
using Tna-x-imnin likelihood formulas for the appropriate segregation ratios 
as developed by Allard (1956). 
Results 
We studied the inheritance of several variant aconitase (AGO) iso­
zyme patterns in crosses between genotypes differing for the mobility of 
one or more of these bands. Homozygous lines generally display a 5-
banded pattern (see, for example, lanes 1 to 3 in Figure 1). To facili­
tate the following discussion, we will refer to these bands, or zones of 
activity, by number. AGO band 1 will correspond to the least mobile 
band, and AGO band 5 the most mobile band. Alternate forms within a zone 
will be referred to as A, B, or C, in order of increasing mobility. 
Heterozygotes display both parental bands, with no hybrid bands formed 
(Figure 1). This indicates that each band is a monomer, or at least 
behaves like one under these electrophoretic conditions. Our working 
hypothesis, therefore, was that variants for each band were conditioned 
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by single loci, whose alleles display codominant expression. Our secon­
dary hypothesis was that each of these loci are independent of one 
another. The results of several inheritance and linkage tests for each 
locus follow. 
Two mobility variants for AGO band 1 have been observed (Figure 1 ). 
We define the least mobile band as band A, and the most mobile band as B. 
We tested the inheritance of band A versus band B in three different 
crosses (Table 1). Chi-square tests of goodness of fit to a 1:2:1 ratio 
(band A: band A plus band B: band B) were nonsignificant (P=0.05), except 
for the 'Evans' x PI 257430 F3/F2 data. The heterogeneity chi-square for 
combining data was nonsignificant; the combined data from the five 
populations fit a 1:2:1 ratio. The locus was designated Acol, with two 
codominant alleles, a (band A) and b (band B). 
Two variants were observed for AGO band 2, designated band A (least 
mobile), and band B (most mobile)(Figure 1). The inheritance of these 
variants was tested in six different cross combinations (Table 2). The 
data fit a 1:2:1 ratio of band A: band A plus band B: band B as tested by 
chi-square analysis (Table 2). The heterogeneity chi-square for 
combining data was not significant. We designated this locus as Aco2, 
with two codominant alleles, a (band A) and b (band B). 
The third AGO band has not been observed in dry seeds. In three-
day-old cotyledons, however, it is the largest and most intensely-
staining of the five bands. Two mobility variants, designated A (least 
mobile) and B (most mobile) were observed in max and ^  soja (Figure 
1 ). We examined progeny of five separate crosses (Table 3) and observed 
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a 1:2:1 segregation ratio of band A; band A plus band B: band B. The 
heterogeneity cTii-square was not significant. The data fit a 1:2:1 ratio 
indicating a single locus, as determined by the chi-square test. The 
locus was designated Aco3. There are two codominant alleles, a (band A) 
and b (band B). 
The fourth AGO band occurs in three forms in most accessions in the 
germplasm collections (Section IV). The three mobility variants, desig­
nated A (least mobile), B (intermediate mobility), and C (most mobile) 
were intercrossed in all possible combinations. In total, 12 populations 
were scored. In all cases, the data fit a 1:2:1 ratio of (band A: band A 
plus band B: band B) or (band A: band A plus band C: band C) or (band B: 
band B plus band C: band C) (Table 4.). Four of the populations were 
scored as 3:1 (band C present: band C absent) due to the fact that Aco3 
was also segregating (the product of Aco3-b frequently overruns band A or 
band B) or because electrophoresis and staining were not optimal for 
scoring heterozygotes accurately. We designated the locus as Aco4, with 
three codominant alleles, a (band A, least mobile), b (band C, most 
mobile) and c (band B, intermediate mobility). The allelic designations 
were chosen to be consistent with those proposed by Rennie et al. (circa 
1987). 
Gel slices stained for endopeptidase activity (defined here as an 
enzyme capable of hydrolyzing SANA) exhibit one band of endopeptidase 
activity in pure lines. The inheritance of two mobility variants was 
studied. hybrids contain both parental bands, with no hybrid bands 
formed (Figure 2). Crosses between lines with band A (least mobile) and 
band B (most mobile) segregate in a 1:2:1 ratio (band A: band A plus band 
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B: band B) in F2 populations. Chi-square analysis of segregation data 
from four hybrid populations indicates no significant deviation (P=0.01) 
from a 1:2:1 ratio (Table 5). The locus conditioning ENP mobility 
variants was designated Enp, with two codominant alleles, a (least 
mobile) and b (most mobile). 
Each of the five loci defined here was tested for linkage with 
several other loci conditioning isoenzyme or morphological characters. 
All five isozyme loci exhibit codominant expression of allozymes, and 
each gives 1:2:1 segregation ratios in the F2 generation. They were 
tested against loci which give either 1:2:1 ratios (codominance) or 3:1 
ratios (dominance) in the The expected segregation ratios in 
populations segregating for one of the five isozyme loci and another 
locus were, thus, either 1:2:1:2:4.:2:1;2:1 (1:2:1 within 1:2:1) or 
3:6:3:1:2:1 (1:2:1 within 3:1). Independent assortment was tested by 
calculating corresponding linkage chi-squares with either 4. or 2 degrees 
of freedom, respectively. 
Tests of linkage between Acol and 11 other isozyme and morphological 
loci are presented in Table 6. Chi-square tests of independence were 
calculated, and none were significant. We conclude that Acol is 
independent of all 11 loci tested. Aco2 was tested for linkage with 10 
other loci (Table 7). Based on the results of the chi-square tests of 
independent assortment, we conclude that Aco2 is independent of all 10 
loci tested. 
Aco3 was tested for linkage with seven other loci. The calculated 
chi-squares for independent assortment were insignificant in the case of 
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five of these loci; however, significant chi-square values were 
calculated for both the Aco3-Sp1 segregations in two different 
populations and for the Aco3-T segregation in another population. 
Maximum likelihood estimates of recombination frequencies are presented 
in Table 9- Two estimates of recombination between Aco3 and Spl were 
calculated; 5*5 + 0.7% for the A1937 x PI 342622A cross and 30.6 + 3.0% 
for the PI 4-37728 x Evans cross. Only one estimate of recombination is 
available for the Aco3-T interval, 28.8 + 4-.3%, as determined in the 
Amsoy 71 x PI 342622A cross. 
Aco4. was tested for linkage with 13 other loci (Table 10). The 
calculated chi-squares indicate no significant deviation from independent 
assortment. Enp was shown to be independent of eight other loci, on the 
basis of chi-square analysis of segregation data (Table 11). 
Discussion 
We have defined five loci that condition isozyme mobility variants 
in soybean. The loci Acol, Aco2, Aeo3, and Aeo4. condition variants of 
bands 1, 2, 3» and 4-» respectively, on gels stained for aconitase 
(aconitate hydratase) activity. The locus Enp conditions mobility 
variants of the single zone of activity observed on gels stained for 
endopeptidase (BANAase) activity. The observed banding patterns in 
hybrid populations indicate that both aconitase and endopeptidase 
isoenzymes are monomers (or function like monomers) that do not form 
heteromeric proteins in hybrids. Glusker (1971) reviewed the 
biochemistry of aconitase, and stated that the enzyme was either 
monomeric, or that random association of subunits does not occur. The 
monomeric behavior of endopeptidase in soybean is consistent with the 
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properties of analogous enzymes in other plant genera (Vodkin and 
Scandalios, 1981). 
Based on chi-square tests of independent assortment, Acol, Aco2, 
Aco4-< and Enp were shown to be independent of all loci tested. Aco3 was 
shown to be linked to both Spl and T, two loci known to be in linkage 
group 1 (Kiang, 1986; Section I). The results of the linkage tests are 
summarized in Table 12. Five of the six possible linkages among the loci 
conditioning aconitase mobility variants were tested. The sixth, between 
Acol and Aco2, was not reported. The band produced by the Acol-b allele 
migrates to a position nearly identical to that of the band produced by 
the Aco2-a allele, mating it difficult to score F2 individuals accurately 
in populations segregating for both loci on anything but an ideal gel 
slice. However, in a small population (64. ^2 iii<iividuals) segregating 
for both loci, and in which the separation and staining were nearly 
optimum, no tight linkage was detected. It is probable that the four 
loci conditioning aconitase mobility variants are independent of one 
another. 
The maximum likelihood estimates of frequency of recombination, as 
given in Table 7, do not allow us to establish unambiguously the position 
of Aco3, relative to Spl and T, at this time. The two estimates of 
recombination for the Spl-Aco3 interval (5.5 + 0.7 and 30.6 + 3.0%) are 
clearly not identical. Further, a chi-square test of heterogeneity of 
these estimates (X^=125.6, P < 10"?) supports this conclusion. One of 
these populations, A1937 x PI 342622A, is from a G_L max x Gj_ soja inter­
specific cross. The other, PI 4-37728 x Evans, is a max x max 
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cross. The only estimate of recombination available for the Aco3-T 
interval (28.8 + %) is also from a G> max x soja population, 
whereas the estimates available for the Spl-T interval (30.8 1.6 %) are 
from max x max crosses. Estimates of all three intervals from one 
type of population were unavailable, as was a three-point test 
population. 
The disparity in estimates of recombination between the ^  max x G. 
max population and the G^ max x G^ soja population would seem to indicate 
that there are cryptic differences in chromosome structure between the G. 
max and G^ soja accessions used in this study. It is possible that 
either the Spl and Aco3 loci are more distant on the G^ max chromosome 
than on the G^ soja chromosome, or that the arrangement of sequences 
essential for recombination in the two species differs to the extent that 
recombination is inhibited. A similar phenomenon has been observed with 
linkage group 9 (Kiang, 1986). It is possible, also, that there are 
genetic factors affecting the frequency of recombination in these 
hybrids. The implication is that, despite the fact that G^ soja and G. 
max are interfertile, gene flow from G^ soja into ^  max breeding 
populations may be less straightforward than previously thought. An 
introgression procedure that allows more recombination between 
backcrosses is suggested for populations intended to incorporate diverse 
G. soja genetic material. Alternatively, the flow of ^  soja alleles 
into the G_j_ max population could be monitored using isozymes or other 
simply inherited markers. 
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Table 1. Inheritance of mobility variants at the Acol locus in soybean 
Type of Genotype 
Cross and genotypes Data®" a/a a/b b/b N X 
Evans x PI 2574-30 (a/a x b/b) F2 69 132 76 277 0.96 
Evans x PI 2574-30 (a/a x b/b) F2:3 74. 197 83 354 4.97 
Evans x PI 2574-30 (a/a x b/b) F3/F2 205 4.14. 167 776 6.12* 
Weber x PI 1964.85 (a/a x b/b) F2 9 13 9 31 0.81 
Weber x PI 4384-63 (a/a x b/b) F2 68 127 73 268 0.92 
Total 425. 883 0
 
00
 
1706 1.86 
 ^ F2 = ?2 genotypes determined on Fp individuals; F2:3 = F2 
genotypes determined on individuals; P3/F2 = F^ genotypes 
within segregating F2 families. 
^ Chi-square values calculated to test goodness of fit to a 
1:2:1 ratio. 
* Significant at 0.05 level. 
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Table 2. Inheritance of mobility variants at the Aco2 locus in soybean 
Type of Genotype 
Cross and genotypes Data^ a/i a a/b b/b N b 
Evans x PI 4.64-918 (b/b x a/a) F2 81 121 78 280 5.22 
Evans x PI 4.64918 (b/b x a/a) F2:3 21 60 28 109 2.01 
Evans x PI 4.64.918 (b/b x a/a) F3/F2 60 106 63 229 1.34 
PI 189863 X Evans (a/a x b/b) F2 123 199 112 434 3.54 
PI 29594.8 X Minsoy (a/a x b/b) F2 98 196 105 399 0.37 
PI 4-37728 X Evans (a/a x b/b) F2 25 66 37 128 2.38 
PI 4-37728 X T161 (a/a x b/b) F2 53 101 65 219 2.63 
Veber x PI 29014-4 (b/b x a/a) F2 94 159 77 330 2.19 
Total 555 1008 565 2128 5.98 
^ F2 = ?2 genotypes determined on Fg individuals ; F2:3 = 
genotypes determined on individuals; F3/F2 = F^ genotypes within 
segregating Fg families. 
^ Chi-square values calculated to test goodness of fit to a 1:2:1 
ratio. 
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Table 3, Inheritance of mobility variants at the Aco3 locus in soybean 
Type of Genotype 
Cross and genotypes Data^ a/a a/b b/b N ^2 b 
Amsoy 71 x PI 342622A 
(a/a X b/b) 
F2 62 125 53 240 1.09 
Asgrow AI937 X PI 342622A 
(a/a X b/b) 
F2 27 86 41 154 4.65 
Asgrow AI937 X PI 342622A 
(a/a X b/b) 
F2:3 21 71 25 117 5.62 
PI 437728 X Evans 
(b/b X a/a) 
F2 55 92 45 192 1.38 
PI 437728 X TI6I 
(b/b X a/a) 
F2 52 127 44 223 4.88 
Weber x PI 4.384-63 
(a/a X b/b) 
F2 134 228 107 469 3.47 
Total 351 729 315 1395 4.70 
^ F2 = F2 genotypes determined on F2 individuals; F2:3 = F2 
genotypes determined on F^ individuals. 
^ Chi-square values calculated to test goodness of fit to a 1:2:1 
ratio. 
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Table 4-« Inheritance of mobility variants at the AcoA locus in soybean 
Type of 
Cross and genotypes Data Genotype N 
Band A x Band B a/a a/c ç/ç 
A83-386 X Williams (c/£ x a/a) F2 81 153 82 316 0.32 
A83-386 X Williams ic/a x a/a) F2:3 23 78 34 135 5.06 
A83-386 X Williams iç/ç x a/a) F3/F2 75 154 80 309 0.17 
Williams 82 x Minsoy (a/a x c/c) F2 82 132 86 300 4.43 
Total 261 517 282 1060 1.47 
Band A x Band C a/a a/b b/b 
Williams 82 x Evans (a/a x b/b) F2:3 26 60 34 120 1.07 
Williams 82 x Evans (a/a x b/b) F3/F2 65 112 63 240 1.10 
Williams 82 x PI 290136 (a/a x b/b) F2 81 145 88 314 2.15 
Williams 82 x T219 (a/a x b/b) F2 76 155 73 304 0.18 
Total 248 472 258 978 2.86 
Wz a/a 
PI 4.37728 X T161 (b/b x a/a) F2 160 63 223 1.26 
^ F2 = #2 genotypes determined on Fo individuals; F2:3 = F2 
genotypes determined on F^ individuals; F3/F2 = F^ genotypes within 
segregating F2 families. 
^ Chi-square values calculated to test goodness of fit to either 
a 1:2:1 ratio, or to a 3:1 ratio. 
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Table 4» (continued) 
Type of 
Cross and genotypes Data*^ Genotype N X 
Band B x Band C ç/ç ç/b b/b 
Evans x PI 2574-30 (b/b x ç/ç) F2 77 161 82 320 0.17 
Evans x PI 2574-30 (b/b x £/c) F2:3 61 109 69 239 2.38 
Evans x PI 257430 (b/b x ç/ç) F2;3 42 73 45 160 1.34 
Evans x Peking (b/b x ç/ç) F2:3 71 151 70 292 0.35 
Evans x Peking (b/b x ç/ç) F3/F2 61 143 71 275 1.17 
Weber x PI 196485 (b/b x ç/ç) F2 53 108 61 222 0.74 
Total 365 745 398 1508 1.66 
y- ç/ç 
Evans x Minsoy (b/b x ç/ç) F2;3 235 71 306 0.53 
PI 29594-8 X Minsoy (b/b x ç/ç) F2 301 109 410 0.55 
Weber x PI 438463 (b/b x ç/ç) F2 334 126 460 1.40 
Total 870 306 1176 0.29 
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Table 5« Inheritance of mobility variants at the Enp locus in soybean 
Type of Genotype 
Cross and genotypes Data^ a/a a/b b/b N y2 b 
Evans x PI 257430 (a/a X b/b) F2 70 181 69 320 5.52 
Evans x PI 2574-30 (a/a X b/b) F2:3 57 123 59 239 0.24 
Evans x PI 257430 (a/a X b/b) F3/F2 103 232 99 U3U 2.15 
PI 189863 X Evans (b/b X a/a) F2 112 227 106 445 0.34 
Weber x PI 196485 (a/a X b/b) F2 58 113 52 223 0.36 
Weber x PI 4-38463 (b/b X a/a) F2 127 226 117 470 1.11 
Total 527 1102 502 2131 3.12 
^ F2 = F2 genotypes determined on Fg individuals ; F2:3 = F2 
genotypes determined on F^ individuals; F3/F2 = F^ genotypes within 
segregating ?2 families. 
^ Chi-square values calculated to test goodness of fit to a 1:2:1 
ratio. 
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Table 6. Tests of linkage between Acol and several loci in soybean 
Locus Type of 
Cross tested data®' H ° df 
Weber x PI 4-384.63 Aco3 F2 266 4.94 A 
Evans x PI 2574-30 Aco4 F2 277 2.37 A 
Evans x PI 257430 Aco4 F2:3 212 5.90 4 
Weber x PI 4-384.63 Aco4 F2 263 0.29 2 
Evans x PI 2574-30 M F2 277 1.54 4 
Evans x PI 2574-30 àR F2:3 209 6.73 4 
Evans x PI 257430 Dial F2 272 4.85 4 
Evans x PI 257430 Dial F2:3 211 5.28 4 
Evans x PI 257430 Enp F2 277 1.35 4 
Evans x PI 257430 Enp F2:3 212 2.30 4 
Weber x PI 438463 Enp F2 268 3.10 4 
Evans x PI 257430 F2:3 195 1.15 2 
Weber x PI 438463 Idhi F2 113 3.48 4 
Evans x PI 257430 Idh2 F2 276 2.79 4 
Evans x PI 257430 Idh2 F2:3 206 1.42 4 
Evans x PI 257430 Spl F2 276 0.83 4 
Evans x PI 257430 F2:3 212 1.89 4 
Evans x PI 257430 T F2:3 212 0.63 2 
Evans x PI 257430 W1 F2:3 180 0.61 2 
& F2 = F2 genotypes determined on Fp individuals; F2:3 = F2 
genotypes determined on F^ individuals; F3/F2 = F^ genotypes within 
segregating F2 families. 
^ Chi-square tests of independence were calculated assuming either: 
a 1:2:1:2:4:2:1:2:1 ratio in the F2 with 4 degrees of freedom; or a 
3:6:3:1:2:1 ratio in the F2 with 2 degrees of freedom. 
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Table 7. Tests of linkage between Aco2 and several loci in soybean 
Locus Type of ~ 
Cross tested data®- IT x df 
PI 437728 X Evans Aco3 F2 128 5.02 4 
PI 437728 X TI6I Aco3 F2 218 7.60 4 
PI 29594-8 X Minsoy Aco4 F2 397 7.98 4. 
PI 295948 X Minsoy â2 F2 126 3.13 4 
PI 437728 X T161 Dial F2 203 1 .66 4 
PI 189863 X Evans Dial F2 432 1.57 4 
PI 189863 X Evans EBE F2 432 3.43 4 
PI 295948 X Minsoy Fri F2 399 3.53 2 
PI 189863 X Evans Idhi F2 366 5.31 4 
PI 295948 X Minsoy Idhi F2 389 5.99 4 
Weber x PI 290144 Idh2 F2 317 0.49 4 
Evans x PI 4649I8 F2 274 7.80 4 
Evans x PI 4649I8 Spl F2:3 107 7.99 4 
PI 189863 X Evans Spl F2 121 4.50 4 
PI 437728 X Evans §21 F2 128 0.94 4 
Weber x PI 290144 W1 F2 314 4.12 2 
^ F2 = F2 genotypes determined on F2 individuals; F2:3 = F2 
genotypes determined on F^ individuals. 
^ Clai-square tests of independence were calculated assuming either; 
a 1:2:1:2:4:2:1:2:1 ratio in the F2 with 4 degrees of freedom; or a 
3:6:3:1:2:1 ratio in the F2 with 2 degrees of freedom. 
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Table 8. Tests of linkage between Aco3 and several loci in soybean 
Cross 
Locus 
tested 
Type of 
data®- N X2 B df 
Asgrow AI937 X PI 342622A Aco4 F2 126 0.17 2 
Asgrow AI937 X PI 342622A Aco4 F2:3 116 3.34 4 
PI 437728 X TI6I Aco4 F2 222 3.53 2 
Asgrow AI937 X PI 342622A àR F2 117 2.95 4 
Asgrow AI937 X PI 342622A è£. F2:3 82 3.44 4 
PI 437728 X TI6I Dial F2 207 0.83 4 
Weber x PI 438463 Enp F2 468 6.56 4 
Weber x PI 438463 Idhi F2 249 1.33 4 
Asgrow AI937 X PI 342622A Spl F2 154 222.00** 4 
Asgrow AI937 X PI 342622A Spl F2:3 117 126.26** 4 
Asgrow AI937 X PI 342622A ÊEl F3/F2 256 364.22** 4 
PI 437728 X Evans Spl F2 192 33.41** 4 
Amsoy 71 x PI 342622A T F2 147 18.38** 2 
^ F2 = F2 genotypes determined on Fp individuals ; F2;3 = F2 
genotypes determined on F^ individuals ; F3/F2 = genotypes within 
segregating F2 families. 
^ Chi-square tests of independence were calculated assuming either: 
a 1:2:1:2:4:2:1:2:1 ratio in the F2 with 4 degrees of freedom; or a 
3:6:3:1:2:1 ratio in the F2 with 2 degrees of freedom. 
** Significant at 0.01 level. 
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Table 9« Percent recombination between Aco3 and two other 
loci in soybean. 
Cross 
Locus 
Tested N pa 
Asgrow A1937 x PI 342622A 527 5.5 0.7 
PI 4-37728 X Evans Sp1 192 30.6 3.0 
Amsoy 71 x PI 342622A T 147 28.8 4.3 
^ P = estimate of frequency of recombination. 
^ Sp = standard error of P. 
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Table 10. Tests of linkaee between Aco4. and several loci in soybean 
Locus Type of ~~ 
Cross tested data^ N X df 
Bvans x PI 257430 F2 320 0.31 4 
PI 295948 X Minsoy M F2 126 5.90 4 
Evans x Minsoy Dial F2:3 303 0.76 4 
Evans x PI 257430 Dial F2 315 7.31 4 
Evans x PI 257430 Dial F2:3 237 2.15 4 
Evans x Peking Dial F2:3 289 5.35 4 
PI 437728 X TI6I Dial F2 207 1.12 2 
A83-386 X Williams Dial F2 316 6.75 4 
A83-386 X Williams Dial F2:3 135 0.64 4 
Williams 82 x Minsoy Dial F2 184 3.82 4 
Williams 82 x PI 290136 Dial F2 305 0.68 4 
Evans x PI 25743P Enp F2 320 4.12 4 
Evans x PI 257430 Enp F2:3 238 9.88 4 
Weber x PI 196485 Enp F2 222 1.79 4 
Weber x PI 438463 En£ F2 460 1.03 2 
Evans x PI 257430 E£ F2:3 211 0.84 2 
PI 295948 X Minsoy Fri F2 410 0.58 2 
Williams 82 x Minsoy Fri F2 300 0.76 2 
Williams 82 x PI 290136 Fr2 F2 314 0.12 2 
Evans x Minsoy Idhi F2:3 300 3.66 4 
PI 295948 X Minsoy Idhi F2 399 3.44 4 
A83-386 X Williams Idhi F2:3 135 1.37 4 
Weber x PI 196485 Idhi F2 148 0.23 4 
Weber x PI 438463 Idhi F2 246 1.84 2 
Williams 82 x PI 290136 Idhi F2 285 5.22 4 
Evans x PI 257430 Idh2 F2 319 5.58 4 
Evans x PI 257430 Idh2 F2:3 225 3.46 4 
A83-386 X Williams Idh2 F2:3 135 0.88 4 
Williams 82 x Evans Idh2 F2 256 4.83 4 
Williams 82 x Evans Idh2 F2:3 120 4.10 4 
^ F2 = F2 genotypes determined on F2 individuals; F2:3 = F2 
genotypes determined on F^ individuals. 
^ Chi-square tests of independence were calculated assuming either: 
a 1:2:1:2:4:2:1:2:1 ratio in the F2 with 4 degrees of freedom; or a 
3:6:3:1:2:1 ratio in the F2 with 2 degrees of freedom. 
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Table 10. (continued) 
Cross 
Locus Type^of 
tested data®' N X df 
Evans x Minsoy Pb F2:3 303 2.30 2 
Evans x Minsoy Spl F2:3 306 7.77 4 
Evans x PI 257430 Spl F2 319 0.89 4 
Evans x PI 257430 sgi F2:3 239 1.21 4 
Evans x Peking F2:3 292 4.46 4 
Williams 82 x Evans Spl F2:3 120 6.37 4 
Evans x Minsoy T F2:3 306 4.20 2 
Evans x PI 257430 T F2:3 239 0.95 2 
Evans x Peking T F2:3 292 2.03 2 
Williams 82 x Evans T F2:3 120 1.91 2 
Evans x Minsoy W1 F2:3 302 1.11 2 
Evans x PI 257430 ¥1 F2:3 192 4.71 2 
Weber x PI 196485 m F2 205 2.60 2 
Williams 82 x T219 Y11 F2 299 6.19 4 
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Table 11. Tests of linkage between Enp and several loci in soybean 
Locus Type of 
X2 b Cross tested data^ N df 
Evans x PI 257430 AE F2:3 232 3.82 4 
Evans x PI 257430 M F2 320 4.27 4 
Evans x PI 257430 Dial F2 315 3.67 4 
Evans x PI 257430 Dial F2:3 236 4.94 4 
Evans x PI 257430 F2:3 212 2.80 2 
Evans x PI 257430 Idh2 F2 319 3.95 4 
PI 189863 X Evans Idhi F2 376 2.23 4 
Weber x PI 1964.85 Idhi F2 149 1.09 4 
Weber x PI 438463 Idhi F2 248 3.72 4 
Evans x PI 257430 §sl F2 319 8.72 4 
Evans x PI 257430 §21 F2:3 239 0.90 4 
Evans x PI 257430 1 F2:3 239 2.62 2 
Evans x PI 257430 W1_ F2:3 193 0.22 2 
^ F2 = F2 genotypes determined on F2 individuals; F2:3 = ?£ 
genotypes determined on F^ individuals. 
^ CM-square tests of independence were calculated assuming 
either: a 1:2:1:2:4:2:1:2:1 ratio in the F2 with 4 degrees of freedom; 
or a 3:6:3:1:2:1 ratio in the F2 with 2 degrees of freedom. 
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Table 12. Sununary of linkage tests done with 5 isozyme loci 
in soybean. 
Locus 
Tested Acol Aco2 Aco3 Aco4. Enp 
Acol / 
Aco2 a / 
Aeo3 lb I / 
Aco4. I I I / 
AE I I I I I 
Dial I I I I I 
AE I I I I / 
Ep I — — I I 
Fri — I I 
— 
Fr2 — — I 
— 
Idhi : I I I 
Idh2 I I I I I 
Pb 
— — 
— I — 
Spl I I L° I I 
1 I — L I I 
¥1_ I I —— I I 
Y11 
—— — — 
I 
— 
^ — = Not tested. 
^ I = Independent. 
° L = Linked. 
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Figure 1. Starch gel stained for aconitase activity, showing 
mobility variants for each band (zone) of activity, as 
well as heterozygotes. Genotypes in each lane are as 
follows: 
Lane Acol Aco2 ACO3 Aco4 
1 a/a Vb a/a a/a 
2 a/a b/b a/a ç/ç 
3 a/a b/b a/a b/b 
4 a/a b/b a/a a/o 
5 a/a b/b a/a a/b 
6 â/â b/b a/a b/o 
7 a/b b/b a/a ç/c 
8 b/b b/b a/a Ç/c 
9 a/a a/a a/a b/b 
10 a/a a/b a/a b/b 
11 a/a a/b a/b b/b 
12 a/a a/a b/b b/b 
Aco4 j 
Aco3 { 
Aco2 
Aco1 # m # 4# 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
FigTore 2. Starch gel stained for endopeptidase activity, showing 
two mobility variants conditioned by Enp locus. Genotypes are 
as follows: Lanes 1 and 2, b/b; Lane 3> a/b (heterozygote) ; 
Lane 4-, a/a. 
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SECTION III. GENETIC STUDIES WITH TWO 
SUPEROXIDE DISMUTASE LOCI IN SOYBEAN 
Abstract 
The inheritance of a soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr.) superoxide 
dismutase isoenzyme mobility variant was investigated using polyacryla-
mide gel electrophoresis. This variant is conditioned by the locus Sod2, 
which is independent of the Sodi locus. Possible linkages between these 
loci and several other loci conditioning isoenzyme variants or morpholo­
gical characters were investigated. Sodi segregated independently of 16 
other loci, and Sod2 segregated independently of 11 other loci. 
Introduction 
Superoxide dismutases (EC 1.1$.1.1) are a group of enzymes which 
catalyze the dismutation of superoxide radical (02~) in respiring cells 
(Fridovich, 1975). They function to prevent accumulation of superoxide, 
which is believed to be toxic at low concentrations (Fridovich, 1975; 
Hal"li well and Gutteridge, 1985). There are three classes of superoxide 
dismutase (SOD) enzymes: copper-zinc-containing superoxide dismutase 
(CuZnSOD), manganese-containing superoxide dismutase (MnSOD), and iron-
containing superoxide dismutase (FeSOD)(Fridovich, 1975). The CuZnSODs 
are sensitive to cyanide inhibition, which allows them to be differen­
tiated from the other types. Most plants contain only the CuZnSOD and 
MnSOD, although the FeSOD has been reported in the Ginkoaceae, 
Nymphaceae, and Brassicaceae. Soybeans (Glycine max [L.] Merr.) lack the 
FeSOD (Bridges and Salin, 1981). SOD iso^Tnes often are detected unin­
tentionally on gels stained for dehydrogenase enzymes. They have been 
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referred to as "tetrazoliim oxidase" activity in the past by virtue of 
their ability to prevent the spontaneous reduction of the tetrazolium 
dyes used in dehydrogenase stains. 
Larsen and Benson (1970) first described this phenomenon in soybean 
as "int-oxidase" activity on acrylamide gels stained for various dehy­
drogenase enzymes using iodonitro-tetrazolium violet (INT). They 
described four bands of int-oxidase activity, and described a variant 
pattern occurring in some varieties, in which two bands were not present. 
They designated the two types as Pattern 1 (2 bands) and Pattern 2 (4. 
bands), Gorman and Kiang (1977) described three "tetrazolium oxidase" 
zymograms. Two of these, Type 1 and Type 2, appear to correspond to the 
Pattern 2 and Pattern 1 described by Larsen and Benson. Gorman and Kiang 
(1978) studied the inheritance of this variant, and determined that it 
was conditioned by a single locus with two alleles, To4. (bands present. 
Type 1, dominant) and to4. (bands absent. Type 2, recessive). A third 
variant pattern. Type 3, also has been described (Gorman and Kiang, 1977) 
in which the mobility of some of the most mobile bands is altered. The 
inheritance of this variant has not been reported. Using an SOD-specific 
staining system (Beauchamp and Fridovich, 1971), Griffin and Palmer 
(1984.) observed that the tetrazolium oxidase activity in soybeans had 
properties indicating that the enzyme responsible was actually superoxide 
dismutase, and suggested that the locus be renamed Sod to more accurately 
reflect its function. 
We feel that loci conditioning isoenzyme variants can be useful in 
qualitative genetic studies, gene mapping, and perhaps in plant breeding. 
Therefore, we wish to define as many isozyme loci as possible. We con­
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ducted this study to achieve two goals: To determine the inheritance of 
the Type 3 variant zymogram reported by Gorman and Kiang (1977), and to 
test for linkage between loci conditioning SOD isozyme variants and 
several other loci. 
Materials and Methods 
Plant materials used in this study were obtained from R.L. Bernard, 
TISDA ARS, Urbana, minois, except for As grow A1937 which is available 
commercially. PI lines are accessions in the soybean germplasm collec­
tion. PI 34^622A is a wild soybean (G^ soja Sieb et Zucc.) accession. 
T lines are ones which have been characterized as containing a specific 
allele of a locus which conditions a mutant phenotype, and are maintained 
in the Soybean Genetic Type Collection. All have been maintained as pure 
lines at Ames, Iowa. Hybridizations were done in the field in Ames in 
1983. F-] plants were grown at the Iowa State University-University of 
Puerto Rico Soybean Breeding Nursery at Isabela, Puerto Rico. F2 popula­
tions, where needed, were grown in Ames in summer 1984 and single-plant 
threshed to develop F2 families. 
SOD isozymes were resolved on 10% acrylamide gels prepared as per 
Davis (1964). SOD activity was assayed in the following solution, 
adapted from Beauchamp and Fridovich (1971): 100 ml 0.1 M potassium 
phosphate, pH 7.8; 1 mg riboflavin; 0.1 ml TEMED (M,N,N',N'-tetramethyl-
ethylenediamine); 10 mg methylthiazolyl tetrazolium (MTT). Gels were 
allowed to soak in this solution 15 minutes in dark or moderate light 
conditions, then placed directly onto a light box to allow bands to 
develop. Seed coats were removed from all seedlings prior to sampling to 
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eliminate the seed, coat peroxidase enzyme. Cyanide-sensitive SOD 
activity was determined by the addition of 10"^ M KCN to the stain. 
Sample preparation and all other isozyme assays were performed as 
described elsewhere (Section II). 
For the linkage analyses, seedling characters were scored in a 
sandbench, and mataire plant characters were scored in the field. The 
isozyme and morphological loci used in tests of linkage were: Acol, 
Aco2, Aco3, Aco6 (aconitase variants), ^  (acid phosphatase), Df2, DfA, 
(dwarf plants). Dial (diaphorase), Snp, (endopeptidase), ^  (seedcoat 
peroxidase level), Idhi, Idh2, (isocitrate dehydrogenase), Fb (sharp 
versus blunt pubescence tip), Spl ( g-amylase), T (pubescence color), W1 
(flower color), and Y11 (chlorophyll deficient). Original references for 
all loci used in this study can be found elsewhere (Palmer and Kilen, 
1986), with the exception of Acol, Aco2, Aco3, Aco6, and Enp (Section 
II). Chi-square tests of independence were calculated using methods 
suggested by Mather (1951). 
Results 
Three zones of activity were observed on acrylamide gels stained for 
SOD activity, with up to nine achromatic bands in homozygous lines 
(Figure l). We numbered these bands 1 (least mobile) through 9 (most 
mobile). Bands 4- through 9 were absent in the presence of 
10"^ M KCN, indicating they are CuZnSODs. In zone 1, bands 2 (Rf=.19) 
and 3 (Rf=.2l) are, typically, either faint or absent. Their intensity 
seems to be due to non-genetic factors that we have been unable to 
define. In zone 2, the Sodi locus (Gorman and Eiang, 1978; Griffin and 
Palmer, 1984.) conditions the presence (Sodi ) or absence (sodi ) of bands 4-
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(Rf=.3l) and 5 (Rf=.33)(Gorman and Kiang, 1978; Griffin and Palmer, 
1984.). Two different homozygous patterns occur in zone 3 (Figure 1). In 
the most common pattern ("fast pattern"), bands 7, 8, and 9 have Rf 
values of .4.1, .4.6, and .51» respectively. This corresponds to the Type 
1 and Type 2 zymograms described by Gorman and Kiang (1977). In the 
other pattern ("slow pattern") bands 7, 8, and 9 have Rf values 
of .4.1, .4A» and .4.7, respectively. This corresponds to Gorman and 
Kiang's Type 3 zymogram. 
¥e investigated the inheritance of the slow pattern versus the fast 
pattern in zone 3 in four populations, three Glycine max x G^ max popula­
tions, and one G^ max x G^ soja Sieb. et Zucc. population. Three 
patterns were observed in zone 3; the slow pattern, the fast pattern 
(both parental types), or a heterozygous pattern with five bands. Data 
were collected either on F2 individuals, or on F2 families by scoring 
four F^ progeny per family. The six sets of data each fit a 1:2:1 ratio 
of slow pattern: heterozygous pattern: fast pattern (Table 1). The data 
were determined to be homogeneous by chi-square analysis (P=0.65), and 
were combined. The combined data also fit a 1:2:1 ratio (P=0.04). We 
conclude that the mobility variants for bands 8 and 9 are conditioned by 
a single locus with codominant alleles. We designate these Sod2-a (slow 
pattern) and Sod2-b (fast pattern). 
¥e tested Sodi and Sod2 for linkage with other loci conditioning 
isoenzyme and morphological traits. Sodi was tested against 16 other 
loci and was independent of all of them, as determined by chi-square 
tests of independent assortment (Table 2). Sod2 was tested against 11 
other loci and was found to be independent of them (Table 3)• 
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Discussion 
We have described a second locus, Sod2, which conditions superoxide 
dismutase isoenzyme variants as resolved on acrylamide gels. In tests of 
linkage with several other loci, both Sodi and Sod2 were independent of 
one another, as well as all other loci tested. Sodi and Sod2 are easily 
scored in segregating populations. We conclude that they may be useful 
in genetic and breeding studies. 
It is possible to clarify further the differences and similarities 
in SOD zymograms observed in this study and those of other authors 
(Larsen and Benson, 1970; Gorman and Kiang, 1977, 1978; Cardy and Bevers-
dorf, 1984). The observation that bands 1, 2, and 3 are not inhibited by 
cyanide implies that they are MnSODs, which generally occur as tetramers 
in higher organisms (Fridovich, 1975). Only one variant in zone 1 has 
been observed in our germplasm survey (Section IV). In that zymogram, 
band 1 was replaced by five bands of cyanide-insensitive activity. The 
implication is that, at least in that accession, there are two loci 
producing the MnSOD, one of which has diverged to produce a protein with 
altered electrophoretic mobility. The five bands represent the two 
homodimers and three heterodimers produced by the two loci. Genetic 
studies with this variant have not been conducted. 
There are three bands of SOD activity in zone 2. In lines with the 
sodi/sodi genotype, only one band is observed. This implies the presence 
of two structural loci, which suggests the following interpretation of 
the observed zymograms: Band 4 is a dimer composed of two subunits 
produced by the Sodi locus; band 6 is a dimer composed of two subunits 
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produced by the second, undesignated, locus; band 5 is a heterodimer 
composed of one subunit each from the Sodi locus and the second, undesig­
nated, locus. This is consistent with the observation that the three 
bands are present in Sodi/Sodi and Sodi/ genotypes (Gorman and 
Kiang, 1978; J.D. Griffin, unpublished data), while only band 6 is 
present in the sodi /sodi genotype. Further, this is consistent with the 
observation that bands 4- through 6 are inhibited by cyanide, implying 
that they are CuZnSOD's, which occur as dimers in higher organisms 
(Fridovich, 1975; Halliwell and Gutteridge, 1985). 
The subunit composition of the bands in zone 3 is similar to those 
in zone 2. Bands 7, 8, and 9 are inhibited by cyanide, which implies 
that each is a dimeric GuZnSOD. This model would predict that a mobility 
variant at one locus would affect the mobility of one homodimer, as well 
as the heterodimer. This is the case reported here for the Sod2 locus, 
in which the Sod2-a allele results in a slower mobility of both bands 8 
and 9> relative to genotypes with the Sod2-b allele. The model also 
predicts the presence of six bands in heterozygotes. In the present 
study, only five bands were observed. The Sod2-a homodimer band was not 
observed, although both of the analogous heterodimers were present 
(Figure 1). It is possible that the product of the Sod2-a allele is less 
competitive than the product of the Sod2-b allele in the formation of 
dimers, and that the homodimer is produced in amounts too small to detect 
under these conditions. Additional predictions of this model are: l) A 
mobility variant of band 7 would affect the mobility of band 8, but not 
band 9; 2) a null variant of band 7 would result in a null for band 8, 
but not for band 9; and 3) a null variant for band 9 would be null for 
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band 8, but not band 7. In a broad survey of accessions in the soybean 
(G« max) and wild soybean soja) germplasm collections, all of these 
predicted variant patterns have been observed in homozygous lines 
(Section 17; J. D. Griffin, Biochemistry Department, University of 
Missouri-Columbia, unpublished data). 
Comparisons between our results and those of previous authors can be 
made. Larsen and Benson's (1970) Pattern 2 and Gorman and Kiang's (1977) 
Type 1 correspond to lines with the Sodi/Sodi genotype. Larsen and 
Benson's Pattern 1 and Gorman and Kiang's Type 2 correspond to lines with 
the sodi/sodi genotype. Gorman and Kiang's Type 3 corresponds to lines 
with the Sod2-a/Sod2-a genotype. Cardy and Beversdorf (1984.) have 
described three SOD zymograms resolved on starch gels using a non­
specific staining method. Their A zymogram corresponds to the Sodi/Sodi 
genotypes, while their B zymogram corresponds to the sodi/sodi genotype. 
Our electrophoretic system has been unable to resolve variability 
analogous to their G zymogram. 
The subcellular location of SOD enzymes has been studied in several 
organisms. MnSOD has been shown to be located in the mitochondrial 
matrix, while at least one form of CuZnSOD occurs in the mitochondrial 
intermembrane space. This has been established in studies of chicken 
(Weisiger and Fridovich, 1973), rat liver (Peeters-Joris et al., 1975), 
Jerusalem artichoke (Helianthus tuberosus) and Neurospora erassa (Arron 
et al., 1976), spinach (Spinacea oleracea)(Jackson et al., 1978) and 
mustard (Brassica campestris)(Salin and Bridges, 1981). In maize (Zea 
mays)« Baum and Scandalios (1981) showed that the MnSOD was associated 
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with, mitochondria, while the CiiZnSODs were associated with the cytosolic 
or chloroplastic fractions (Baum and Scandalios, 1979, 1981, 1982). 
Jackson et al. (1978) reported that the bulk of SOD activity in the 
leaves of spinach was cyanide-sensitive CuZnSOD, and was located in the 
chloroplast stroma. Halliwell and Gutteridge (1985) have reviewed the 
mechanisms by which Q'£' may be generated in the chloroplasts as a by­
product of photosynthetic reactions, which suggests a role for SOD in 
protecting chloroplasts from damage by superoxide radical. By analogy, 
it is likely that the soybean MhSODs (zone 1) are located in the 
mitochondrial matrix, and that the CuZnSODs (zones 2 and 3) are 
associated with chloroplasts or the mitochondrial intermembrane space. 
There is circumstantial evidence that the enzymes in the three 
different zones may represent different classes of function at the 
subcellular level. Although we have observed null mutations for bands U 
and 5 (sodl/sodi genotype), bands 7 and 8, and bands 8 and 9, we have 
never observed a line in which 1 three bands in either zone 2 or zone 3 
are lacking entirely. Lack of all three bands would seem to imply loss 
of an. essential SOD activity, perhaps in a specific subcellular location, 
which might be lethal. This hypothesis is supported by the work of Baum 
and Scandalios (1981, 1982) who observed that in maize, the SOD isozymes 
from different subcellular locations displayed different antigenicities 
and did not form heteromers in in vitro recombination studies. 
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Table 1. Inheritance of mobility variants at the Sod2 locus in crosses 
between Sod2-b/Sod2-b (fast pattern) and Sod2-a/Sod2-a soybean 
plants 
Type of Genotype 
Cross data®" a/a a/b b/b n° ° df 
b/b(fast) X a/a(slow) 
Evans x Polysoy F2 61 164 70 295 4.24 2 0.12 
Evans x Polysoy F2:3 76 183 89 348 1.90 2 0.39 
Swift X Polysoy F2 67 150 76 293 0.72 2 0.70 
Williams 82 x Polysoy F2 84 153 79 316 0.47 2 0.79 
Asgrow AI937 X PI 342622A F2 35 90 34 159 2.79 2 0.25 
Asgrow AI937 X PI 3426221 F2;3 23 69 25 117 3.84 2 0.15 
Total 346 809 373 1528 6.25 2 0.04 
^ F2 = F2 genotypes determined on F2 individuals; F2:3 = Fg genotypes 
determined on F^ individuals. 
^ Number of F2 individuals or F2 families scored per population. 
° Chi-square values calculated to test goodness of fit to a 1:2:1 
ratio. 
^ Probability of a greater value of chi-square. 
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Table 2. Tests of linkage between Sodi and several loci in soybean 
Cross 
Locus 
tested 
Type of 
data®- n" X2 c df pd 
Evans x PI 257it30 Acol F2 277 1.71 2 0.43 
Evans x PI 2574-30 Acol F2:3 212 0.10 2 0.95 
Evans x PI 4.64.918 Aco2 F2 280 5.89 2 0.05 
Evans x PI 4.64.918 Aco2 F2:3 108 0.54 2 0.76 
PI 189863 X Evans Aco2 F2 121 2.12 2 0.35 
Evans x Minsoy Aco4. F2:3 306 2.81 2 0.25 
Evans x PI 2574.30 Aco4. F2 320 3.86 2 0.15 
Evans x PI 2574.30 Aco4. F2:3 238 5.70 2 0.06 
Evans x Peking Aco4. F2:3 292 2.75 2 0.25 
Williams 82 x Evans Aco4. F2:3 120 0.04 2 0.98 
Williams 82 x T219 Aco4. F2 304. 2.06 2 0.36 
Evans x PI 2574.30 âE F2:3 231 2.44 2 0.30 
Evans x T210 Df2 F2 224. 4.20 1 0.04 
Evans x T256 Df4. F2 317 1.30 1 0.25 
Evans x PI 2574.30 Dial F2:3 236 1.93 2 0.38 
Evans x Peking Dial F2:3 290 1.90 2 0.39 
Evans x Polysoy Dial F2:3 34.8 0.19 2 0.91 
Evans x PI 2574.30 F2:3 238 3.61 2 0.16 
Evans x PI 2574-30 Enp F2 320 5.46 2 0.07 
Evans x PI 2574-30 & F2:3 211 0.72 1 0.40 
Evans x Polysoy E£ F2:3 346 0.57 1 0.45 
PI 189863 X Evans Idhi F2 120 3.13 2 0.21 
^ F2 = ?2 genotypes determined on ?2 individuals; F2:3 = F2 genotypes 
determined on individuals. 
^ Number of F2 individuals or F2 families scored per population. 
° Chi-square tests of independence were calculated assuming either: a 
3:6:3:1:2:1 ratio in the F2 with 2 degrees of freedom; or a 9:3:3:1 ratio 
in the F2 with 1 degree of freedom. 
^ Probability of a greater value of chi-square. 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
Locus Type of 
Cross tested data®- n'o X 2 c df pd 
Evans x PI 2574-30 Idh2 F2:3 225 0. 89 2 0.64 
Williams 82 x Evans Idh2 F2:3 120 0. 73 2 0.69 
Evans x Minsoy Pb F2:3 306 0. ,01 1 0.92 
Evans x Polysoy F2:3 349 0. ,70 1 0.40 
Evans x Minsoy Spl F2:3 309 0. .73 2 0.69 
Evans x PI 2574-30 Spl F2:3 239 4. ,87 2 0.09 
Evans x Peking S2l F2:3 300 1. 15 2 0.56 
Evans x Polysoy Spl F2 295 1. 53 2 0.47 
Evans x Polysoy Spl F2:3 349 3. 00 2 0.22 
Williams 82 x Evans Spl F2:3 120 3. 80 2 0.15 
Evans x Minsoy T F2:3 309 0. 13 1 0.72 
Evans x PI 2574-30 T F2:3 239 0. 25 1 0.62 
Evans x Peking T F2:3 300 0. 38 1 0.54 
Evans x Polysoy 1 F2:3 335 0. 00 1 1.00 
Evans x Minsoy ¥1 F2:3 305 0. 11 1 0.74 
Evans x PI 2574-30 W1 F2:3 193 0. 42 1 0.52 
Evans x Polysoy wi F2:3 349 0. 02 1 0.89 
Williams 82 x T219 Til F2 439 0. 98 2 0.61 
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Table 3» Tests of linkage between Sod2 and several loci in soybean 
Cross 
Locus 
Tested 
Type of 
data^ n ^2 c df pd 
Asgrow AI937 X PI 342622A Aco3 F2 152 1.62 4 0.80 
Asgrow AI937 X PI 342622A Aco3 F2:3 117 0.45 4 0.98 
Asgrow AI937 X PI 342622A Aco4 F2:3 116 6.71 4 0.15 
Williams 82 x Polysoy Aco4 F2 314 2.39 4 0.66 
Asgrow AI937 X PI 342622A M F2:3 80 5.08 4 0.28 
Swift X Polysoy ÉE F2 282 3.05 4 0.55 
Evans x Polysoy Dial F2:3 347 2.52 4 0.64 
Williams 82 x Polysoy Dial F2 313 7.10 4 0.13 
Evans x Polysoy Ep F2:3 345 1.91 2 0.39 
Swift X Polysoy Idh2 F2 282 1.64 4 0.80 
Williams 82 x Polysoy Idh2 F2 314 2.96 4 0.57 
Evans x Polysoy Pb F2:3 348 0.05 2 0.98 
Evans x Polysoy Sodi F2 295 1.36 2 0.51 
Evans x Polysoy Sodi F2:3 348 2.03 2 0.36 
Evans x Polysoy Spl F2 295 10.14 4 0.04 
Evans x Polysoy Spl F2:3 348 1.99 4 0.74 
Evans x Polysoy T F2:3 335 0.24 2 0.89 
Evans x Polysoy F2:3 348 0.96 2 0.62 
^ F2 = F2 genotypes obtained from F2 individuals; F2:3 = F2 genotypes 
obtained from individuals. 
^ Number of F2 individuals or F2 families scored per population. 
° Chi-square tests of independence were calculated assuming either: a 
1:2:1:2:4:2:1:2:1 ratio in the F2 with 4 degrees of freedom; or a 
3:6:3:1:2:1 ratio in the F2 with 2 degrees of freedom. 
^ Probability of a greater value of chi-square. 
Figure 1. Polyacrylamide gel stained for soybean superoxide 
dismutase activity. Genotypes represented in each lane are 
Lanes 1 and 2, Sodi/Sodi, Sod2-a/Sod2-a; Lane 3» sodi/sodi, 
Sod2-b/Sod2-b ; Lane 4.» Sodi /SodT, Sod2-a/Sod2-b. 
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SECTION IV. ISOENZYME VARIABUITY IN THE 
USDA SOYBEAN GERMPLASM COLLECTIONS 
Abstract 
The alleles present at 13 loci conditioning electrophoretically 
detected isoenzyme variants were stirveyed. in 1339 accessions from the 
USDA soybean germplasm collections. Single-locus comparisons among 
groups of soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr.) accessions from different 
geographic origins showed that there were geographic trends in the 
distribution of allozymes for some loci. Comparisons were also made 
between Gj^ max and the wild soybean, G^ soja Sieb. et Zucc. There were 
striking differences in allele frequencies between the species at the Ap, 
Idhi t and Sod2 loci, as well as in ME (malic enzyme) zymograms. There 
was also a higher frequency of rare alleles in soja. 
The data set was reduced in dimension by calculating canonic#,! 
variables. Plots of the first two canonical variables were made to 
investigate multi-locus relationships among groups in the collections. 
We recognized six gene pools: China, Korea, Japan, India and South-
central Asia, Manchuria and the U.S.S.R., and Southeast Asia. The 
Chinese gene pool was the most diverse. The other five were, in a sense, 
subsets of the Chinese gene pool; however, each seems also to include 
unique genotypes. The India and South-central Asia gene pool, in 
particular, includes genotypes which are unusual in G^ max. 
Cluster analysis of these data produced five clusters. The clusters 
tended to be more homogeneous than were the gene pools, and represent 
groups of similar accessions across geographic regions. 
Additional plots of the canonical variables were made to compare G^ 
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max and ^  soja. Within a given geographic region, the two species seem 
to represent separate gene pools. 
Introduction 
The primary gene pool of the soybean was defined by Harlan and De 
Wet (1971) to include three species. These include two well-defined 
species, the cultivated soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr.), and the wild 
soybean (G. soja Sieb. et Zucc.), as well as a poorly-defined, weedy 
intermediate (G. gracilis Skvortz.). Since there is essentially no 
secondary or tertiary gene pool proven to exist in soybean (Harlan and De 
Wet, 1971), the primary gene pool of the soybean is the sole genetic 
resource available for improvement of this economically important crop. 
Studies of the diversity contained within this resource should prove 
useful to persons interested in the genetics and breeding of soybeans. 
Hymowitz (1970) reviewed the agronomic, taxonomic, and historical 
evidence relating to the domestication and cultivation of the soybean in 
Asia. He concluded that the soybean was cultivated in the eastern half 
of North China as early as the 11th century B.C., thus implying that the 
domestication process went on even earlier, probably in the same region. 
He suggested that the eastern half of North China and Manchuria be 
considered primary and secondary gene centers, respectively. 
Broich and Palmer (1980) measured 36 morphological (quantitative) 
traits and 10 qualitative traits on 10 accessions each of G^ max, G. 
soja, and G^ gracilis. Based on a cluster analysis of these data, they 
concluded that ^  max and ^  soja should be considered separate species, 
but that G^ max and G^^ gracilis are conspecific. Broich and Palmer 
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(1981) surveyed the frequency of alleles at 10 loci conditioning 
qiialitative traits in max and soja. They suggested that recessive 
mutations at three loci had accumulated in max during domestication. 
A cluster analysis of these 10 traits defined two well-separated 
clusters, corresponding to max and G^ soja. Based on these 
qualitative traits, however, semi-wild G^ max (gracilis) types clustered 
with G^ soja. 
Electrophoretically detectable protein variants have been used to 
study relationships among groups of accessions introduced into the U.S. 
from different geographic origins. Hymowitz and Kaizuma (1980) studied 
the frequency of alleles at the Spl and ^  loci (which condition 
electrophoretically detected isozymes of beta-amylase and Kunitz trypsin 
inhibitor, respectively) among cultivars introduced from Japan. They 
determined that those cultivars were developed from two distinct groups 
of introductions, a full season group introduced from north central 
China, and a short season group which was developed in either Korea or 
Japan. They also reported that a rare allele of the ^  locus, the Ti-c 
allele, may have arisen as a spontaneous mutation in the Tohoku District 
of Japan. Skorupska and Hymowitz (1977) studied the distribution of 
alleles at the Spl and ^  loci among soybean accessions introduced into 
the U.S. from Europe. They determined that European cultivars were 
remarkably uniform, and that the majority of them had been introduced 
from the Manchuria-USSR region. The exception was the Swedish group of 
cultivars, which appeared to have originated in Hokkaido, Japan. 
Hymowitz and Kaizuma (1981) investigated the distribution of alleles at 
the Spl and Ti loci among accessions from Asia. They defined seven Asian 
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gene pools and proposed pathways of dissemination of cultivated soybeans 
from northeast China. 
Kiflng and Gorman (1983) tabulated allele frequencies for over 20 
loci conditioning isoenzyme and protein variants in ^  max and soja, 
based on a compilation of their work and others. They concluded that 
there was significantly more variability in so.ja than in max for 
electrophoretically detectable protein polymorphisms. 
Isozyme survey data have been used to explore genetic relationships 
among natural populations of several perennial Glycine species in the 
subgenus Glycine (Brouè, et al., 1977), and more recently among 
populations of G. tomentella (Grant et al., 1984). 
Based on isoenzyme and simply inherited morphological characters. 
Cox et al. (1985) calculated coefficients of parentage and similarity 
indices for 115 soybean cultivars and ancestral introductions. They 
found the highest correlation between coefficient of parentage and a 
similarity index when the number of independent loci assayed was 
maximized. 
Techniques for surveying isoenzyme variability in soybeans have 
become progressively better-defined (Kiang and Gorman, 1983; Gardy and 
Beversdorf, 1984a., 1984b). Several loci conditioning isoenzyme and 
protein variants have been described in soybean; the literature has been 
reviewed recently by Kiang and Gorman (1983) and Palmer and Kilen (1986). 
Griffin and Palmer (Section II, Section III) have elucidated the 
inheritance of six additional loci conditioning isoenzyme variants in G. 
max and G^ soja. Nothing, to date, has been published regarding the 
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distribution of alleles at five of these loci, nor has a distribution 
study of variant malic enzyme banding patterns (Cardy and Beversdorf, 
1984a, 1984b) been conducted. 
We engaged in this study with the following goals: 
1. To determine the alleles present among a broad range of soybean (G« 
max) and wild soybean (G^ soja) germplasm from various geographic 
locations. 2. To identify additional polymorphisms (either loci or 
alleles) not present in the USDA named cultivar collection. 3. To 
identify patterns of distribution of the alleles at individual loci. L,, 
To identify multilocus patterns of variability, and to determine the 
relationships among max and soja of various geographic origins. 
Materials and Methods 
All domestic and introduced soybean cultivars (Glycine max [L.] 
Merr.), semi-wild soybeans (G. gracilis Skvortz.) and wild soybeans (G. 
soja Sieb. et Zucc.) used in this study were obtained from germplasm 
collections maintained by the United States Department of Agriculture. 
Dr. R. L. Bernard, USDA ARS, Urbana, Illinois supplied soybean accessions 
of maturity groups 000 to IV, as well as all G^ soja accessions; isozyme 
analyses were done either directly on the seed we received, or on seed 
from accessions maintained as pure lines in Ames. Dr. T. C. Kilen, USDA 
ARS, Stoneville, Mississippi, supplied accessions of maturity groups V to 
X; isozyme analyses were performed directly on the seed we received. 
The techniques for the isozyme analyses have been presented 
elsewhere (Section II), and are generally adaptations of the protocols 
elucidated by Cardy and Beversdorf (1984a, 1984b). Malic enzyme activity 
was visualized as per Cardy and Beversdorf (1984a). Soybeans are highly 
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self-pollinated, and the USDA collections are maintained as pure lines, 
so that we expected little heterogeneity within accessions. A minimum of 
three individuals per accession was assayed. Heterogeneous accessions 
were treated as if they were homogeneous for the most frequent allele. 
Canonical scores for each accession, as well as Mahalanobis 
generalized distances between classes, were calculated using PROC CAUDISC 
(SAS Institute, Inc., 1985). Disjoint cluster analyses were calculated 
using a nearest centroid sorting method as implemented by PROC FASTCLUS 
(SAS Institute, Inc., 1985). 
Results and Discussion 
The alleles present at 13 loci conditioning electrophoretically 
detectable isoenzyme variants were determined in 1339 accessions in the 
soybean germplasm collections maintained by the USDA. The named cultivar 
collection (which we will refer to as CV) is composed of cultivars 
released for soybean production in the United States and Canada. This 
group includes obsolete cultivars (many of which were simply selections 
from lines introduced from abroad and are no longer grown commercially) 
as well as modern, improved cultivars currently grown commercially. The 
northern (KPI) and Southern (SPI) Plant Introduction collections are 
composed of improved and unimproved genotypes obtained from various 
sources throughout the world. The wild soybean (Glycine soja) collection 
includes accessions from primarily northeast Asia. 
We were interested, first, in comparing the amount of variability, 
or diversity of isozyme genotypes, in the four groups within the soybean 
germplasm collection. Second, we were interested in the geographical 
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distribution of alleles among accessions from various countries of origin 
in Asia. For this analysis, we choose to group soybean accessions into 
six groups corresponding to five of the seven Asian gene pools delineated 
by Hymowitz and Eaizuma(l981): China (central and southern), Japan, 
Korea, Manchuria and USSR (MAUSSR), and Southeast Asia (SEAS). The sixth 
group, India and South Central Asia (ISCA), was split into two groups by 
Hymowitz and Kaizuma; we have fused these two groups due to the small 
sample from that region employed in this survey. Finally, we were 
interested in the relationship between- soybean max) and wild soybean 
(G. soja) lines from the same geographic origins. 
The discussion of our results will take two parts: First, we will 
discuss allele frequencies, on a locus-by-locus basis, among different 
groups in the collection or among accessions from different geographic 
origins. Allele frequencies for three subsets of the max germplasm 
collections, the Gultivar collection (CV), the Northern Plant Introduc­
tion collection (NPI), and the Southern Plant Introduction collection 
(SPI), are presented in Table 1. Allele frequencies for G. max 
accessions from the six Asian gene pools included in this study are 
presented in Table 2. Allele frequencies for Gj_ soja accessions from 
four countries of origin are presented in Table 3» Second, we will 
discuss the relationship among the different groups by looking at varia­
bility across loci. 
Single-locus comparisons 
Aconitase Starch gels stained for aconitase (aconitate 
hydratase) activity generally exhibit a 5-banded pattern in homozygous 
lines (Cardy and Beversdorf 1984.a, 1984-b). Griffin and Palmer (Section 
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II) investigated the inheritance of mobility variants of four of these 
loci. They found that mobility variants of bands (or zones of activity) 
1 to 4 (numbered in order of increasing mobility) were conditioned by 
four loci; which were designated Acol, Aco2, Aco3, and Aco4.» 
respectively. 
At the Acol locus, the Acol-a allele is nearly fixed in the CV and 
SPI collections, and occurs with a frequency of 5.6% in the KPI collec­
tion. The Acol-b allele was observed in max accessions from the 
Japan, Korea, and ISCA gene pools, and in soja accessions from China 
and Japan. A third variant affecting the mobility of the band produced 
by the Acol locus (AG01-C) was observed only in G^ soja accessions from 
Korea. We believe that this variant is conditioned by an allele of the 
Acol locus, but genetic analyses have not been completed. 
For the Aco2 locus, the Aco2-b allele was observed in 85% of the CV 
collection. The frequency of the Aco2-b allele is lowest in G^ max 
accessions from the Chinese and MATJSSR gene pools and becomes 
progressively more frequent in areas farther away from the putative 
center of soybean domestication. A third variant pattern (AC02-C) 
conditioned by a putative third allele was observed in ^  so.1a accessions 
from Korea and G^ max accessions from the SEAS gene pool. 
Two alleles of the Aco3 locus were observed in the CV and NPI 
collections, although the Aco3-a allele essentially is fixed. The Aco3-b 
allele was observed in a higher frequency among accessions from the 
Chinese, ISCA and SEAS gene pools. The Aco3-b allele is most frequent 
among G^ soja accessions from Korea. An additional variant, AC03-C, 
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conditioned by a putative third allele was observed only in G> soja 
accessions from Japan. 
The Aco4. locus has three alleles which were observed in the CV 
collection. The Aco^-c allele is the most frequent in all the germplasm 
surveyed. The Aco6-a allele is most frequent among both max and G. 
soja accessions from Japan, while the Aeo4.-b allele is most frequent in 
G. max and G^ soja from China. A fourth variant, conditioned by the 
putative AC04.-D allele, was observed among G^ soja accessions from Japan 
(3.2%) and Korea-(11.1%). 
Acid phosphatase The most striking feature of the distribution 
of alleles of the ^  locus is the difference between G^^ max and G^ soja; 
the Ap-b allele is least frequent in G^ soja, yet is by far the most 
frequent in G^ max. In addition, a slight trend is apparent, in that the 
Ap-b allele is more frequent in accessions from geographic regions more 
distant from northeast China. Conversely, of course, the Ap-a and Ap-c 
alleles become less frequent. A fourth mobility variant conditioned by 
the putative AP-D allele, was observed in a low frequency among ^  soja 
accessions from China, Japan, and Korea. 
Diaphorase Two alleles of the Dial locus. Dial and dial, exist 
in nearly equal frequency in the CV collection. The dial allele is most 
frequent (62%) in the NPI collection, while Dial is most frequent in the 
SPI collection. Among accessions from the six Asian gene pools in this 
study, the two alleles occur in almost equal frequency, with the excep­
tion of the SEAS gene pool; the Dial allele is nearly fixed (95.1%) in 
that group of accessions. 
In G_j_ soja the two alleles occur with nearly equal frequency among 
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accessions from Japan and Korea, while the dial allele is most frequent 
among accessions from China (86.3%) and the USSR (93*9%)• A putative 
third allele, DIA1-S, has been identified among soja accessions from 
Japan and Korea. 
Endopeptidase The Enp locus (Griffin and Palmer, Section II) 
conditions two mobility variants of a single band of endopeptidase (BANA-
ase) activity. The Enp-b allele is most frequent among the CT collec­
tion. The Enp-a allele is most frequent among accessions from Japan, and 
nearly absent among accessions within the MAUSSR gene pool. The Enp—b 
allele is most frequent (85%) among all soja accessions examined. 
Isocitrate dehydrogenase There are generally two zones of iso-
citrate dehydrogenase activity observed on starch or acrylamide gels. 
Variants for the most mobile zone are conditioned by alleles at two 
independent loci, Idhi and Idh2 (Kiang and Gorman, 1985). Each locus has 
two alleles conditioning mobility variants. The active IDE enzymes are 
dimers, and the products of the two loci interact to form heterodimers. 
Consequently, in homozygous lines, a one-banded, or three different 
three-banded, patterns can be observed. The products of the Idhl-b and 
Idh2-a alleles comigrate, and were postulated to be ancestral alleles 
present after a gene duplication event and prior to mutation to the Idhl-
a and Idh2-b alleles (Kiang and Gorman, 1985). 
This is supported further by the observed frequencies of the Idhl-b 
(89.2%) and Idh2-a (88.8%) alleles among G^ soja accessions surveyed in 
this study. The Idhi-a allele occurs with the highest frequency among G. 
max accessions from Korea, but there is otherwise no geographical trend 
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apparent in max. The Idh2-a allele occurs in the highest frequency 
among max accessions from Korea and Japan, while the Idh2-b allele is 
most frequent among accessions from the ISCA and SEAS gene pools. 
Mai 1 c. enzyme Starch gels stained for malic enzyme (NADP-active 
malate dehydrogenase EC 1.1.1.40) activity typically show one band, with 
two mobility variants, in homozygous lines. We have preliminary data (F2 
generation only) which indicates that these variants are conditioned by 
alleles of a single locus. Since a formal gene symbol has not been 
assigned, we will refer to the locus as ME and the alleles as M and F to 
facilitate this discussion. The M variant occurs with a frequency of 90% 
or greater in all G. max lines except among those in the ISCA gene pool. 
The M variant is also most frequent in the soja accessions surveyed, 
but the F variant occurs with a relatively higher frequency, (44^) in 
accessions from China and Korea. 
Superoxide dismutase Two loci conditioning electrophoretically 
detected SOD isozymes have been described (Gorman and Kiang, 1978; 
Griffin and Palmer, 1984; Section III). At the first locus, the two -
alleles Sodi and sodi condition the presence or absence, respectively, of 
two bands. 
The Sodi allele is essentially fixed in G^ soja and in G^ max 
accessions from all gene pools except the Chinese and MAUSSR gene pools. 
The sodi allele occurs with a frequency of 5% in the cultivar collection 
by virtue of the fact that some of the ancestral introductions which 
contributed to the pedigrees of several U.S. cultivars carried the sodi 
allele. These introductions were all from northeast China. The sodi 
allele probably represents a relatively recent event in the evolution of 
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the cultivated soybean, and seems to have originated in northeast China. 
The Sod2 locus (Section III) conditions a mobility variant in the 
most mobile zone of SOD activity on starch or acrylamide gels. The Sod2-
b allele is the most common in the max accessions surveyed, and is 
essentially fixed in the CV and the NPI collections. The Sod2-a allele 
occurs with a slightly higher frequency (5.6%) in the SPI collection, due 
mostly to its occurrence in accessions from the ISCA gene pool. The 
Sod2-a allele occurs with a higher frequency (4-6.9%) in the G_. so.ja 
collection as a whole, and is actually the predominant form among 
accessions from Korea. A third variant (null for the bands conditioned 
by Sod2) which is probably a null allele of Sod2, occurs in soja from 
China and Japan, as well as in max from China, Japan, and Korea. 
Amylase The Spl locus conditions beta-amylase mobility variants 
in soybean. The Spl-b allele is the most common among cultivars and 
plant introductions from all areas surveyed, and is fixed in the material 
within the SEAS gene pool. The Spl-a allele is most frequent among 
accessions from the Korean (20.5%) and ISCA (24.3%) gene pools. The Spl-
b allele is also most frequent in soja, although the Spl-a allele 
occurs with a frequency of 48.4% among G^ soja accessions from Japan. 
Two additional alleles exist in a low frequency. The Spl-c allele, which 
conditions an additional mobility variant (Griffin and Palmer, 1986) was 
found in only one accession from Heilongjiang Province, China. A 
recessive null allele, spl, was observed among accessions from the Japa­
nese and MAUSSR gene pools. Some previous surveys dealing with the Spl 
locus did not mention this allele; this probably represents minor 
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differences in sampling between those surveys and the current one; 
another possibility is that the nulls detected here represent functional, 
rather than transcriptional or translational, nulls. In previous surveys 
using a general protein stain to detect the Spl protein, these would have 
been detected as either the Spl-a or the Spl-b allele. 
Multi-locus comparisons 
While it is instructive to inspect these data on a locus-by-locus 
basis, there are certain limitations inherent in that approach. With 
some loci, for example, there may be no trend, either geographic or 
specific, which is apparent. In other cases, information from two 
different loci may be contradictory. For these reasons, we feel that it 
is useful to look at differences among collections, gene pools, and 
species, across all 13 loci simultaneously. The data presented in this 
study can be seen as defining 1339 points in a 13-dimensional hyperspace. 
Clearly, some sort of dimension-reduction technique is in order. 
Canonical discriminant analysis is a dimension-reduction technique 
which constructs linear combinations of multivariate data, knoi-m as 
canonical variables, which effectively summarize between-class variation. 
The first canonical variable (CANi) is derived in such a way that the 
linear combinations have the highest possible multiple correlation with 
group membership. The second canonical variable (CAN2) is derived 
subject to the restrictions that it is uncorrelated with the first 
canonical variable, but still has the highest possible correlation with 
group membership. Although CAN1 and CAN2 are uncorrelated, they are not 
orthogonal, so they do not represent perpendicular directions through the 
hyperspace. Nevertheless, plots of CAN1 versus CANS can be useful in 
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showing relationships among groups which are not apparent from multiple 
univariate comparisons. A further way of quantifying differences among 
classes is by the computation of Mahalanobis generalized distance, or D^. 
The square root of is simply the Euclidean distance in the hyperspace 
between class centroids (Sneath and Sokal, 1973). This can then be used 
to construct an F-test (Sneath and Sokal, 1973) to determine if class 
centroids are different from one another. 
Germplasm collections Because we were interested in the 
relationship among the four different soybean germplasm collections, we 
constructed plots of CANI versus CAÏÏ2 for the CV, HPI, SPI and ¥SB 
collections, as presented in Figures 1 to 4-, respectively. The I and X 
axes, or CANI and CA1I2, were drawn to the same scale in all four plots. 
This allows us to make valid visual comparisons among the four groups. 
The Z axis in all plots is the proportion, in percent, of each group 
which plots to a given coordinate on the T and X axes. This allows us to 
make inferences about the differences in the frequency of genotypes which 
occur in two groups. The Mahalanobis distances between groups, as well 
as the probability values for the calculated F-test, are given in Table 
4.. In all cases, the F-tests indicated that the distances between group 
centroids were significantly different from zero. 
The distance between the CV and NPI collections was the smallest, 
with their respective distances to the SPI collection also small, 
however. The relationship among these groups thus is clarified better by 
Figures 1 to 3. The CV collection appears to be contained almost 
entirely within the NPI collection, and is the least diverse of the four. 
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The SPI collection is more diverse than the CV and HPI collections, hut 
it also has a density in the section of the plot which includes the 
centroids of the CV and HPI collections. This tends to indicate that ÏÏS 
cultivars represent a subset of the variation within the max germplasm 
collection. The apparent preponderance of a few genotypes would seem to 
indicate that the preferred cultivated types were selected from among a 
subset of the possible isozyme genotypes. 
Figure 4.» which illustrates the diversity of isozyme genotypes in 
the wild soybean collection, shows that soja shares many of the same 
genotypes with max. There is more diversity of genotypes in the wild 
species, however, including genotypes not seen in max. 
Glycine max gene pools The next series of comparisons we were 
interested in was among accessions representative of the six Asian gene 
pools we recognize in this study. The Mahalanobis distances among these 
gene pools is presented in Table 5, while the three-dimensional plots of 
canonical variables are presented in Figures 5 to 10. Differences among 
gene pool centroids were all significantly different from zero. If we 
compare Figure 5 with Figures 6 through 10, it can be seen that, to some 
extent the other five gene pools are subsets of the Chinese gene pool, as 
defined in this study. Each of the other gene pools, however, clearly 
contains genotypes not observed in this sample of Chinese germplasm. 
The MAUSSR gene pool, which was the second largest sample in the 
survey, seems to represent a portion of the genotypes which occur in 
China, and is one of the less diverse groups. 
The Japanese and Korean groups, meanwhile, include genotypes common 
in China, as well as genotypes not found in the Chinese gene pool. The 
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ISCA and SEAS gene pools also appear to represent a sample of cultivated 
types common in the Chinese gene pool, as well as several less common 
genotypes, and even some novel combinations not found elsewhere. 
An additional perspective on these data may be obtained by looking 
at groups of accessions suggested by the isozyme data, rather than by the 
geography of their origin. Disjoint cluster analyses of the 645 Asian G. 
max accessions were performed using four canonical variables as 
coordinate data. The clustering algorithm used in PROG FASTGLUS (SAS 
Institute Inc., 1985) makes it feasible to cluster individual accessions 
economically. A number of five clusters was arrived at empirically as 
being adequate to describe the data. 
The clusters were constructed using four canonical variables, hence 
they appear poorly separated when viewed in two dimensions. We plotted 
each cluster in three dimensions, as seen in Figures 11 to 15. The 
canonical variables CANI, CA1T2, and GAII3 represent the T, X, and Z axes, 
respectively. We feel that these clusters represent groups of accessions 
which may be more closely related to each other than to accessions in 
other clusters. Other groupings can undoubtedly be obtained by 
combinations of different data transformations and clustering procedures. 
A sense of the biological relevance of each of these clusters can be 
achieved by a discussion of the genetic composition and geographic origin 
of each cluster. Allele frequencies and geographical origin of each 
cluster are in Tables 8 and 9, respectively. 
Gluster 1 (Figure 11) is characterized by a high relative frequency 
of the Aco2-a, Ap-a, Idhl-b, Idh2-b and sodi alleles, as well as fixation 
of Enp-b and ME-M. It includes accessions which originated, primarily, 
in the northern China and MAUSSR gene pools. Cluster 1 also includes 18 
accessions of max forma gracilis (Broich and Palmer, 1980), all of 
which have the Ap-a allele. Cluster 1 is composed, primarily, of 
accessions in maturity groups, I, II and III, although it also includes 
five accessions from maturity group VIII. 
Cluster 2 (Figure 12) is the second largest of the five. It is 
characterized by high relative frequencies of the Acol-b, Enp-a, Idhl-a, 
and alleles. The accessions in this cluster came, primarily, from 
Japan and Korea. The Chinese gene pool, which may be under-represented 
in this study, comprised 7.6% of this cluster. Cluster 2 includes 
accessions in maturity groups II through X; however, the majority of them 
fall within maturity groups IV to VIII. 
Cluster 3 (Figure 13) is the largest of the clusters we have defined 
here. It is characterized by high relative frequencies of the Aco2-a, 
dial, and Idh2-a alleles, as well as fixation of Acol-a, Aco3-a, and 
Sodi. Cluster 3 is composed primarily of accessions from the Korean and 
MAUSSR gene pools, with appreciable contributions from the Japanese and 
Chinese gene pools. This group includes accessions from maturity groups 
00 through X. We feel that this group represents, in some sense, the 
'average' agronomic types of max. 
Cluster 4- (Figure 14) can be characterized, genetically, as having a 
high relative frequency of the Aco3-b, Dial, Enp-a, Idh2-b and Spl-b 
alleles. Cluster 4- is composed, primarily, of accessions from the SEAS 
and Chinese gene pools. This cluster also includes accessions classified 
in maturity groups 000 through X. The bulk of these accessions, and 
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especially those from China and Southeast Asia, fall in maturity groups V 
to X. We believe that this group represents the average type grown in 
southern China, Southeast Asia, and much of India. 
Cluster 5 (Figure 15) is the smallest of the clusters, and is, in 
other ways, unique. This cluster is characterized by high relative 
frequencies of the Aco3-b, Idhi-b« Idh2-b« ME-F, Sod2-a and Spl-a 
alleles. The majority of this group originates in the ISCA gene pool. 
Maturity group classification of this group ranges from VI to IZ, al­
though there is one seemingly anomalous group III accession from Man­
churia. These include accessions collected by Eymowitz (1969) in the 
Kumaon Hills of India. The high frequencies of the ME-F variant and the 
Sod2-a allele (both rare in G_j_ max and common in soja) suggest two 
hypotheses of their origin. The first is that they could have arisen by 
intregression of rare alleles from soja via natural hybridization. 
The second is that these may represent primitive cultivated types similar 
to early domesticates grown throughout Asia. The first hypothesis seems 
unlikely, since soja is not known in South Central Asia or India 
(Hermann, 1962). Hymowitz (1969) characterized some of these accessions 
as being black-seeded, procumbent, badly shattering and poor-yielding. 
These would all seem to be primitive characters in a cultivated crop. We 
believe that these accessions may represent a valuable genetic resource. 
Glycine soja gene pools Mahalanobis distances among four soja 
gene pools are presented in Table 7. The group of soja accessions 
from the USSR is, according to these data, concentric with the Chinese 
gene pool. This may be due to the small sample (33 accessions) from the 
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USSR, or may simply be indicative of their genetic similarity. The plots 
of canonical variables for the four soja gene pools is presented in 
Figures 16 through 19. All four gene pools have many genotypes in 
common, as well as a density in the same area of the plot. In addition, 
each includes unique genotypic combinations. The Korean and Japanese 
populations are slightly more diverse than is the Chinese population. 
Interspecific comparisons Comparisons can be made between max 
and soja accessions from the same geographic origin in much the same 
manner. Mahalanobis distances between max and soja from four 
places of origin in Asia are presented in Table 8. Pairwise comparisons 
can be made between max and ^  soja accessions from the same location. 
In all cases, the populations are non-concentric within location. The 
plots of the canonical variables (Figures 20 to 23) confirm this. 
Further, in areas of the plots in which G^ max and G^ soja overlap, the 
genotypes represented there are seen to be a minor component of one or 
the other population. We conclude that, at a given location, G^ max and 
G. soja represent separate populations, in terms of distribution of 
isozyme genotypes. 
Summary 
One of the original goals of this survey was to identify polymor­
phisms, in addition to those common in the cultivar collection, which 
could be useful in our genetic studies. We feel that we have been 
successful in this regard. We uncovered and characterized three loci 
(Acol, Aco3i and Sod2) which are rare in the cultivar collection and 
would not have been observed had we assayed only a limited number of 
improved cultivars. The genetics of these variants have been completed 
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and have been published elsewhere (Section II, Section III). We also 
have uncovered additional variants which we hypothesize to be conditioned 
by three or four additional loci as a part of this study, but for which 
genetic data are currently unavailable (J.D. Griffin, Biochemistry 
Department, University of Missouri-Columbia, unpublished data). Finally, 
we have characterized additional allelic variants of several loci (Acol, 
Aco2, Aco3, Aco4, Ap, Dial, Sod2, and Spl), either in max or in G. 
soja. These additional, rare alleles are potentially of great value to a 
qualitative genetics program such as ours. Gene mapping experiments with 
soybean might be facilitated by lines with several rare alleles to use as 
marker stocks. The database we have constructed is also of use in this 
regard, because we can use it to identify lines which differ by several 
loci from a line carrying any new, uncharacterized mutant. 
The single-locus comparisons among groups of accessions have shown 
definite geographic or interspecific trends. Certain alleles have tended 
to accumulate in higher frequencies in G^ max cultivars than in ^  soja 
during thirty or more centuries of domestication. Examples are the Ap-b, 
Idhi-a, Idh2-b, ME-M, and Sod2-b alleles. It is not clear whether this 
represents a selective advantage of those alleles, or simply a founder 
effect. It is possible, also, that there have been significant changes in 
allele frequencies in G^ so.ja during the same time period. Another 
possibility is that alleles rare in G^ max, but common in G^^ soja, are 
the result of introgression via spontaneous hybridization followed by 
stabilizing selection for the cultivated phenotype. 
G. max and G^ soja are interfertile, but Broich and Palmer (1981) 
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have suggested that the effects of stabilizing selection would tend to 
favor either the cultivated or the wild phenotype, and intermediates 
would disappear. Alleles which were selectively neutral (as these 
isozyme alleles may be) could thus be introgressed unambiguously into 
either population. The existence of semi-wild, or gracilis types, is 
proof that spontaneous hybridization does occur. If we refer again to 
Figures 20 to 23, we see that there are multilocus genotypes which occur 
in either G_. max or G. soja which seem to be common in one species, and 
rare in the other, perhaps indicating that there has been some 
introgression contributing to the makeup of these populations. Overall, 
however, max and soja at a given location seem to be different 
populations; there appears to be little effect of the indigenous so.ja 
population on the allele frequencies in max. 
The G^ max forma gracilis (Broich and Palmer, 1980) accessions 
surveyed here were generally surprisingly m^-like for all isozyme loci 
studied, with the exception of the ^  locus. Of the 48 gracilis 
accessions included in this survey, 33 had the Ap-a allele, which is very 
rare in G^ max; 5 had the Ap-c allele, while the remaining 10 had the Ap-
b allele. The biological significance of this has yet to be 
investigated. 
The multiple-locus comparisons among accessions from Hymowitz and 
Kaizuma's (1981) seven Asian gene pools (Figures 5 to 10) seem to verify 
the conclusions of the earlier work; that is, there are real differences 
in the genetic composition of the G^ max grown in those areas. Moreover, 
the Chinese gene pool seems to occupy a central position and be one of 
the most-variable (despite the limited sample reported here). This would 
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tend to further implicate the eastern half of northern China as a center 
of origin for the domesticate. 
There are other groups, however, which appear to have diverged 
somewhat from the 'central' isozyme genotypes. In particular, some of 
the genotypes from Japan and Korea (Figures 7 and 8) appear to represent 
novel multi-locus combinations. The most unusual group, however, occurs 
in Cluster 5 (Figure 15) and includes many accessions from northern India 
(Figure 6), 
The accessions which were placed in Cluster 4-, and are primarily 
from South China, Southeast Asia, and south central Asia, also seem to he 
differentiated from the more common cultivated types. These two groups, 
then, may represent potentially valuable sources of genetic diversity for 
traits of agronomic importance. Those areas of Asia might be logical 
choices for future germplasm collection efforts. It is interesting that 
similar conclusions have been reached by other means (IBPGR, 1983). 
The USDA Glycine soja collection from Korea is quite extensive, and 
that group of soja accessions is perhaps the most diverse in. this 
survey (Figures 16 to 19). The three G> soja populations are clearly 
differentiated from one another. If we accept the suggestion that G^ max 
was domesticated in China, then it is possible that northeast China 
represents a center of diversity for soja, also. The Chinese soja 
germplasm is under-represented in the USDA collection, however. 
As diseases and pests of the soybean not native to the New World 
become established in the major soybean production areas of the Americas, 
it may become increasingly important for soybean breeders in these 
countries to have available diverse germplasm to screen for resistance. 
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This would include max from South China, India, and South Asia, as 
well as soja throughout its Chinese range. Just as important is that 
this germplasm be collected and preserved before further genetic erosion 
takes place. As scientists, we can only hope that the complex social, 
political, and economic issues on which the collections depend are 
resolved for the benefit of all who rely on the cultivated soybean. 
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Table 1. Allele frequencies for thirteen loci condi­
tioning isoenzyme variants in three different 
sections of the USDA soybean (Glycine max) 
germplasm collection 
Locus/Allele 
Collection®" 
CV NPI SPI 
Acol-a 99.1 94.6 99.6 
Acol-b 0.9 5.6 0.4 
Aco2-a 14.9 21.9 6.8 
Aco2-b 85.1 78.1 92.8 
AC02-C 0.0 0.0 0.4 
Aco3-a 99.1 99.7 82.7 
Aco3-b 0.9 0.3 17.3 
Aco4.-a 19.2 1.9 11.2 
Aco4.-b 6.0 10.1 3.6 
Aco4.-c 74.9 88.0 85.1 
Ac-a 2.6 8.6 6.4 
Ap-b 85.5 77.2 92.0 
Ap-c 11.9 14.1 1.6 
Dial 50.6 37.8 63.0 
dial 49.4 62.2 37.0 
Enn-a 19.6 18.4 38.2 
Enp-b 80.4 81.6 61.8 
Idhl-a 37.2 61.7 57.8 
Idhl-b 62.8 38.3 42.2 
Idh2-a 69.2 61.6 52.6 
Idh2-b 30.8 38.4 47.4 
ME-M 94.5 93.2 90.0 
ME-F 5.5 6.8 10.0 
^ CV = Cultivar collection; NPI = Northern Plant 
Introduction collection; SPI = Southern Plant 
Introduction collection. 
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Table 1. (continued) 
Collection^ 
Locus/AUele CV NPI SPI 
Sodi 94.9 98.6 99.2 
sodi 5.1 1.4 0.8 
Sod2—a 0.9 0.2 5.6 
Sod2-b 99.1 99.3 90.8 
S0D2-N 0.0 0.5 3.6 
Spl-a 12.3 9.1 12.9 
Spl—b 87.2 89.0 87.1 
Spl-c 0.0 0.2 0.0 
SEl 0.4 1.7 0.0 
Sample size 235 593 249 
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Table 2. Allele frequencies for thirteen loci conditioning isoenzyme 
variants in soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr.) accessions from 
six countries or regions in Asia 
Locus/ India and Manchuria 8.E. All 
Allele China S.C. Asia Japan Korea and USSR Asia G. max 
Acol-a 100.0 100.0 92.4 97.0 99.3 100.0 97.5 
Acol-b 0.0 0.0 7.5 3.0 0.7 0.0 2.5 
Aco2-a 22.8 5.4 10.1 12.9 39.7 0.0 18.1 
Aco2-b 77.2 94.6 89.9 87.1 60.3 98.4 81.7 
AC02-C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1,6 0.2 
Aco3-a 84.. 8 70.3 97.5 100.0 99.3 73.8 92.9 
Aco3-b 15.2 29.7 2.5 0.0 0.7 26.2 7.1 
Aco4.-a 2.5 2.7 14.3 7.6 0.7 4.9 6.1 
Aco4.-b 13.9 10.8 1.7 1.2 5.0 0.0 4.3 
kcoA-c 83.5 86.5 84.0 91.2 94.3 95.1 89.6 
Ap—a 7.6 0.0 8.4 2.3 3.6 4.9 4.6 
Ap-b 88.6 97.3 88.2 91.2 72.3 95.1 86.7 
Ap-c 3.8 2.7 3.4 6.4 24.1 0.0 8.7 
Dial 53.2 48.6 54.6 45.0 41.8 95.1 52.5 
dial 4-6.8 51.4 45.4 55.0 58.2 4.9 47.5 
Enp-a 20.3 27.0 50.4 29.8 1.4 49.2 27.8 
Enp-b 79.7 73.0 49.6 70.2 98.6 50.8 72.2 
Idhl-a 54.4 43.2 64.7 76.0 46.8 65.6 61.2 
Idhl-b 45.6 56.8 35.3 24.0 53.2 34.4 38.8 
Idh2-a 48.1 27.0 77.3 83.0 61.7 34.4 64.1 
Idh2-b 51.9 73.0 22.7 17.0 38.3 65.6 35.9 
ME-M 89.9 64.9 95.0 93.0 95.7 95.1 92.1 
ME-F 10.1 35.1 5.0 7.0 4.3 4.9 7.9 
Sodi 92.4 100.0 100.0 100.0 98.6 100.0 98.7 
sodi 7.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.0 1.3 
Sod2-a 1.3- 27.0 2.5 0.6 0.0 1.6 2.6 
Sod-b 94.9 73.0 94.1 97.1 100.0 96.7 95.4 
S0D2-N 3.8 0.0 3.4 2.3 0.0 1.6 2.0 
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Table 2. (continued) 
Locus/ India and Manchuria S.E. All 
Allele China S.G. Asia Japan Korea and USSR Asia G. max 
5p1 —a 3.8 24.3 10.9 20.5 9.9 0.0 12.2 
Spl —b 94.9 75.7 88.2 79.5 87.2 100.0 86.8 
Spl-c 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 
spl 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 2.8 0.0 0.8 
Sample size 79 37 119 171 141 61 608 
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Table 3. Allele frequencies for thirteen loci conditioning 
isoenzyme variants in wild, soybean (Glycine soja 
Sieb. et Zucc.) accessions from four countries 
in Asia 
All 
Locus/Allele China Japan Korea USSR soja 
Aco1-a 93.7 93.6 93.0 100.0 94.3 
Acol-b 6.3 6.5 0.0 0.0 3.8 
AC01-G 0.0 0.0 6.9 0.0 1.9 
Aco2-a 13.7 24.2 12.5 39.4 19.1 
Aco2-b 85.3 75.8 80.5 60.6 78.6 
AC02-C 1.0 0.0 6.9 0.0 2.3 
Aco3-a 89.5 88.7 73.6 93.9 85.5 
Aco3-b 10.5 6.5 26.4 6.1 13.4 
AC03-C 0.0 4.8 0.0 0.0 1.1 
Aco4.-a 2.1 8.1 2.8 6.1 4.2 
Aco4.-b 7.4 0.0 6.9 0.0 4.6 
kcoA-c 90.5 88.7 79.2 93.9 87.4 
ACO4.-D 0.0 3.2 11.1 0.0 3.8 
Ap-a 24.2 37.1 37.5 • 39.4 32.8 
Ap-b 9.5 14.5 5.6 18.2 10.7 
65.3 46.8 55.6 42.4 55.3 
Ap—d 1.0 1.6 1.4 0.0 1.2 
Dial 13.7 46.8 42.4 6.1 29.0 
DIA1-S 0.0 1.6 2.8 0.0 1.2 
dial 86.3 51.6 52.8 93.9 69.8 
Enp-a 11.6 22.6 16.7 16.1 14.9 
Enp-b 88.4 77.4 83.3 93.9 85.1 
Idhl-a 9.6 4.8 22.2 0.0 10.8 
Idhl-b 90.4. 95.2 77.8 100.0 89.2 
Idh2-a 90.4 88.7 84.7 93.7 88.8 
Idh2-b 9.6 11.3 15.3 6.3 11.2 
ME-M 55.8 82.3 55.6 66.7 63.4 
ME-F 44.2 17.7 44.4 33.3 36.6 
Sodi 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
sod.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Table 3» (continued) 
All 
Locus/Allele China Japan Korea USSR G. soja 
Sod2-a 37.9 43.6 65.3 39.4 46.9 
Sod-b 58.9 53.2 34.7 60.6 51.1 
S0D2-N 3.1 3.2 0.0 0.0 1.9 
S^jl^a 22.1 4.8.4. 29.2 6.1 28.2 
Sp"! —b 77.9 51.6 70.8 93.9 71.8 
Sample size 95 62 72 33 262 
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Table L,, Mahalanobis generalized distances among portions of 
the soybean gemçîlasm collections 
CV NPI SPI WSB 
cv i.ocf 1.09 2.27 
NPI 0.0001^  1.11 2.42 
SP 0.0001 0.0001 2.38 
WSB 0.0 0.0001 0.0 
Mahalanobis distance (above diagonal). 
^ Probability of a greater distance as determined by F-test. 
Table 5. Mahalanobis generalized distances among soybean (Glycine max) 
Asian gene poolsj abbreviations defined in text 
China ISCA Japan Korea MAÏÏSSR SEAS 
China 2.09* 1.47 1.53 1.16 1.60 
ISCA 0.0001^ 2.36 2.36 2.43 1.92 
Japan 0.0001 0.0001 ———— 0.8669 1.66 1.80 
Korea 0.0001 0.0 0.0001 —— 1.41 2.01 
MAUSSR 0.0001 0.0 0.0001 0.0001 2.17 
SEAS 0.0001 0.0 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
^ Mahalanobis distance (above diagonal). 
^ Probability of a greater distance as determined by F-test. 
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Table 6. Mahalanobis generalized distances among wild soybean 
(Glycine soja) gene pools 
fîTri Tim Japan Korea USSR 
China 1.29& 1.22 1.03 
Japan 0.0002^ 1.41 1.47 
Korea 0.0001 0.0001 1.82 
USSR 0.77 0.04 0.0027 — 
^ Mahalanobis distance (above diagonal). 
^ Probability of a greater distance as determined by F-test. 
Table 7. Mahalanobis generalized distance between 
collections of soybean (Glycine max) and wild 
soybean (G> soja) from the same geographic origin 
Origin Distance P^ 
China 2.4.6 0.0001 
Japan 2.23 0.0001 
Korea 3.26 0.0001 
USSR 3.40 0.0001 
All Asian 2.22 0.0001 
^ Probability of a greater distance as determined 
by F-test. 
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Table 8. AUellic composition of five clusters obtained by 
disjoint cluster analysis of four canonical 
variables; allele frequencies for thirteen loci 
conditioning isoenzyme variants 
Cluster^ 
Locus/Allele 1 2 3 4 5 
Acol-a 97.7 88.9 100.0 100 .0 100.0 
Acol -b 2.3 11.1 0.0 0 .0 0.0 
Aco2-a 25.6 2.8 28.8 2 .6 0.0 
Aco2-b 74.4 97.2 71.2 96 .6 100.0 
AC02-C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .9 0.0 
Aco3-a 100.0 100.0 100.0 70, .1 56.3 
Aco3-b 0.0 0.0 0.0 29. 9 43.7 
Aco^-a 11.6 22.2 0.0 1, .7 0.0 
Aco4.-b 9.3 4.9 2.2 6, .0 6.3 
Acoi-c 79.1 72.9 97.9 92. 3 93.8 
Axj-a 53.5 13.2 0.3 5. .1 0.0 
Ap-b 44.2 84.7 83.3 94. 9 93.8 
Ap-c 2.3 2.1 16.4 0. 0 6.2 
Dial 20.9 51.4 39.9 91. .5 37.5 
dial 79.1 48.6 60.1 8, .5 62.5 
Enp-a 0.0 76.4 4.0 40. .2 0.0 
Enp-b 100.0 23.6 96.0 59. ,8 100.0 
Idhia 25.6 70.1 59.8 62. 4 31.3 
Idhl-b 75.4 29.9 40.2 37. 6 68.7 
Idh2-a 16.3 91.0 76.2 11. 1 12.5 
Idh2-b 83.7 9.0 23.8 88. 9 87.5 
ME-M 100.0 94.4 93.2 94. 9 31.3 
ME-F 0.0 5.6 6.8 5. 1 68.7 
Sodi 81.4 100.0 100.0 100. 0 100.0 
sod! 18.6 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 
^ Clusters as defined in text. 
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Table 8. (continued) 
Cluster^ 
Locus/Allele 1 2 3 4-5 
Sod2-a 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4 68.7 
Sod2-b 97.7 97.2 97.8 96.6 31.3 
S0D2-N 2.3 2.8 2.2 0.0 0.0 
Spl-a 4.7 14.6 12.4 1.7 50.0 
Spl-b 88.4 85.4 87.3 96.6 50.0 
Spl-c 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
spl 4.7 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.0 
Number of 
cluster members 43 144 323 117 16 
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Table 9» Geographic composition of five clusters obtained 
by disjoint cluster analysis of four canonical 
variables 
Cluster 
Gene 
Pool 12 3 4 5 
China 37.2* 7.6 9.6 22.2 6.3 
18.8° 12.9 36.5 30.6 1.2 
ISCA 0.0 4.2 2.2 12.0 56.3 
0.0 16.7 19.4 38.9 25.0 
Japan 14.0 43.7 13.6 12.0 18.8 
4.6 48.5 33.9 10.8 2.3 
Korea 7.0 36.1 34.4 4.3 6.3 
1.7 30.2 64.5 2.9 0.6 
MAUSSR 39.6 2.8 37.5 13.7 6.3 
10.7 2.5 76.1 10.1 0.6 
SEAS 2.33 5.6 2.8 35.9 6.3 
1.6 13.1 14.8 68.9 1.6 
Number of 
cluster members 43 144 323 117 16 
^ Numbers represent proportion, in percent, of each 
cluster which belongs to one of the six Asian gene pools 
defined in the text. 
^ Numbers represent proportion, in percent, of each 
Asian gene pool in a given cluster. 
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FREOUENCT PERCENT 
6. 84 • 
4.58 • 
2.28 . 
0. 00 
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-1.67 
CftNl -0 
-4. 00^ ' 
Figure 1. Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequency of 
accessions with each genotype for the TJSDA cultivar 
collection. Cani, Can2, and frequency (in percent) are 
represented on the Y, Z, and Z axes, respectively 
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Figure 2. Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequency of 
accessions with each genotype for the USDA northern plant 
introduction collection. Gani, Can2, and frequency (in 
percent) are represented on the Î, X, and Z axes, 
respectively 
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FREOUENCT PERCENT 
8.50 • 
S. 67 -
Figure 3» Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequency of 
accessions with each genotype for the USDA southern plant 
introduction collection. Cani, Can2, and frequency (in 
percent) are represented on the Y, X, and Z axes, 
respectively 
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FREQUENCr PERCENT 
Figure 4. Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequency of 
accessions with each genotype for the TJSDA wild soybean (G^ 
soja) plant introduction collection. Cani, Can2, and 
frequency (in percent) are represented on the I, Ï, and Z 
axes, respectively 
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FREQUENCT PERCENT 
8.24 
Figure 5. Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequency of 
accession with each genotype for max accessions from China. 
Cani, Can2, and frequency (in percent)are represented on the 
If Xf and Z axes, respectively 
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Figure 6. Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequency of 
accessions with each genotype for G. max accessions from India 
and South Central Asia. Caul, Can2, and frequency (in 
percent) are represented on the Ï, X, and Z axes, 
respectively 
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7.69 J 
Figure 7. Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequency of 
accessions with each genotype for G. max accessions from 
Japan. Caul, Can2, and frequency Tin percent) are represented 
on the Y, X, and Z axes, respectively 
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Figure 8. Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequency of 
accessions with, each genotype for G. max accessions from 
Korea. Cani, Can2, and frequency Tïji percent) are represented 
on the I, I, and Z axes, respectively 
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-4. 00 
-2.00 
Figure 9. Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequency of 
accessions with, each genotype for ^  max accessions from the 
MAUSSR gene pool. Cani, Can2, and frequency (in percent) are 
represented on the Y, Z, and Z axes, respectively 
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Figure 10. Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequency of 
accessions with each genotype for Toax accessions from 
Southeast Asia. Cani, Caii2, and frequency percent) are 
represented on the T, Z, and Z axes, respectively 
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Figure 11. Plot of first three canonical variables for soybean 
accessions which are members of Cluster 1. The X, X, and Z 
axes represent Cani, Can2, and Can3, respectively 
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Figure 12. Plot of first three canonical variables for soybean 
accessions which are members of Cluster 2. The T, Z, and Z 
axes represent Cani, Can2, and Gan3, respectively 
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Figure 13. Plot of first three canonical variables for soybean 
accessions which are members of Cluster 3« The T, X, and Z 
axes represent Cani, Can2, and Can3, respectively 
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Figure 14.» Plot of first three canonical variables for soybean 
accessions which are members of Cluster The I, X, and Z 
axes represent Cani, Can2, and Gan3j respectively 
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Figure 15. Plot of first three canonical variables for soybean 
accessions which are members of Cluster 5« The Y, Z, and Z 
axes represent Cani, Can2, and Can3, respectively 
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Figure 16. Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequency of 
accessions with each genotype for soja accessions from 
China. Cani, Can2, and frequency (in percent) are represented 
on the I, X, and Z axes, respectively 
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Figure 17. Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequency of 
accessions with each genotype for so.ja accessions from 
Japan. Cani, Can2, and frequency (in percent) are represented 
on the T, X, and Z axes, respectively 
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Figure 18. Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequencv of 
accessions with each genotype for soja accessions from 
Korea. Cani, Can2, and frequency (in percent) are represented 
on the Y, X, and Z axes, respectively 
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Figure 19. Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequency of 
accessions with each genotype for so.ja accessions from 
USSR. Cani, Can2, and frequency (in percent) are represented 
on the I, Ï, and Z axes, respectively 
Figure 20. Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequency of 
accessions with each genotype comparing max and soja 
accessions from China. Can1, Gan2, and frequency (in per­
cent) are represented on the Y, X, and Z axes, respectively; 
A) G^ max B) G^ soja 
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Figure 21. Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequency of 
accessions with each genotype comparing max and G#^ soja 
accessions from Japan. Cani, Gan2, and frequency (in per­
cent) are represented on the Y, X, and Z axes, respectively; 
A) G^ max B) G^ soja 
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Figure 22. Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequency of 
accessions with each genotype comparing ma^ and soja 
accessions from Korea. Can1, Can2, and frequency (in per­
cent) are represented on the Y, X, and Z axes, respectively; 
A) G^ max B) soja 
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Figure 23» Plot of first two canonical variables versus frequency of 
accessions with each genotype comparing max and soja 
accessions from USSR. Gani, Gan2, and frequency (in percent) 
are represented on the Y, X, and Z axes, respectively} A) G. 
max B) G. ao.ja 
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SUMMARY AHD DISCUSSION 
In the introduction to this dissertation were included three major 
goals; they were: 
1. To define the genetic basis of electrophoretically detected isoenzyme 
variants for which inheritance models were unpublished. 
2. To use the loci defined in Goal 1, as well as other isozyme loci, in 
qualitative genetic studies (primarily linkage tests) in an attempt to 
assign them to new or existing linkage groups. 
3. To conduct a survey of isoenzyme variability in the USDA soybean 
germplasm collections. 
Goal 1 was addressed in sections II and III. Section II defined the 
loci, Aco1_, Aco2, Aco3, kcoU and Enp. Section III defined the Sod2 
locus. In all six, there are alleles conditioning mobility variants 
which are expressed in a codominant manner. All six loci qualify as 
ideal markers for genetic studies, as do 12 of the 13 loci surveyed in 
Section IV (the alleles of the Sodi locus display a dominant-recessive 
pattern of expression). The' six new loci, as well as other isozyme loci, 
are becoming a routine part of soybean qualitative genetic studies here 
at Iowa State. They are being included as markers in two studies 
currently either in progress or nearing completion (Griffin et al., circa 
1987; Griffin and Palmer, circa 1987). 
Goal 2 was addressed in Sections I, II, and III. Each of the new 
loci defined was tested against numerous other loci in the hope of 
detecting linkage. We were only able to assign two loci to a linkage 
group. Both Spl and Aco3 were assigned to linkage group 1. The 
observed linkage intensity for the Spl-T interval in Section I is in 
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agreement with the results of Kiang and Chiang (1985); note that the Spl 
locus was referred to as Am3 in that publication. The preponderance of 
negative results was not really surprising. Keaschall et al. (1981) 
tested for linkage between Ms2 and 27 loci, and between W1_ and 25 loci. 
Ho significant deviations from independent assortment were reported, 
although some of their F2 populations were too small to detect loose 
linkages. Tee and Palmer (1984) compiled a summary of 183 locus-to-locus 
tests of linkage in soybean. Only 13 of these showed significant 
deviations from a hypothesis of independence. Since soybeans have 20 
pairs of chromosomes, the probability of any two loci being on the same 
chromosome is 1/20 = 0.05. If we assume that all, or at least some of, 
these chromosomes are longer than 50 map units (50 cM), then the 
possibility of finding linkage between any two loci should be lower than 
0.05. 
Goal 3 was addressed in Section IV. In that study, a survey of a 
broad sample of the accessions in the soybean germplasm collections 
accomplished the following: 
1. Identified additional polymorphic loci. 
2. Identified additional variant alleles at several loci. 
3. Showed differences between max and G> soja at a given location 
indicating that they represent separate populations. 
4. Demonstrated that soybean allozyme frequencies can be used to define 
subsets of the soybean germplasm collection. 
One unexpected observation reported in Section II was that 
recombination frequencies for loci on linkage group 1 are not the same in 
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a max x so.ja population as they are in a max cross. Differences 
in recombination frequency for max versus ^  so.ja chromosomes also 
were reported by Kiang (1986). Gai et al. (1982) and Carpenter (1984) 
reported aberrant segregation ratios for the T locus in the Fq of a G. 
max by G^^ soja cross, as well as other segregations which did not fit the 
expected proportions based on known genetic mechanisms. Taken together, 
these results suggest that, despite the interfertility of G^ max and G. 
soja, there may be cryptic differences in chromosome structure between 
the two species which are manifested as aberrant segregation ratios 
and/or reduced recombination. Ahmad et al. (1977, 1979) have presented 
evidence that the two species differ by two or more paracentric 
inversions. It is probable that there are other, less striking, 
differences in gene arrangement. The implication is that gene flow 
between the species in a breeding program may not be as regular as one 
would assume, based on the fertility of the hybrids. 
These hypotheses can be tested more readily with the isozyme markers 
now available. There are three protein markers available on linkage 
group 9» Lapl, and Ti (Kiang, 1986). Linkage group 1 includes 2 
protein markers, Aco3 and Spl (Sections I and II) as well as several 
other loci which can be scored at the seedling stage (Palmer and Kilen, 
1986). As more markers, especially DM markers, become available and the 
soybean genome is saturated, it will be possible to achieve an even finer 
resolution of this question. 
In the introduction, I made the point that isozyme loci could be 
used as markers in a breeding program, to tag either simply or 
quantitatively inherited traits. Such a use of marker loci might be the 
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focus of an efficient breeding strategy in soybean. Is the current state 
of qualitative genetics, and in particular isozyme genetics, of the 
soybean advanced enough to make this possible? One approach to arriving 
at an answer to this question is to examine the recent progress in tomato 
genetics and breeding. 
Tanksley (1983b) has reviewed the properties of molecular markers 
(either protein or DNA) which make them superior to morphological markers 
for plant breeding. As an argument for developing large numbers of 
markers, he points out that with a single marker, tight linkage is 
necessary (less than 5 cM) to make scoring a molecular marker more 
efficient than scoring the trait of interest. VJhen the trait to be 
transferred is bracketed by two markers separated by no more than 20 cM, 
the probability of transferring the trait is greater than 99% when both 
markers are transferred. If it were possible to develop markers every 20 
cM in the tomato genome, for instance (with a total length of 1200 cM), 
only 60 such markers would be necessary. Bernatzky and Tanksley (1986) 
have developed a linkage map of the tomato genome which incorporates both 
isozyme and DM markers. This map includes 112 markers on 10 of the 12 
tomato chromosomes. They estimate that over 90% of the tomato genome can 
be monitored using these markers. They say that they expect to be able 
to use these markers in their genetic and breeding studies. 
The major point from this tomato work is that marker-facilitated 
genetics and breeding only begin to be realistic when you can saturate 
the genome. ¥e are far from that in soybean. Of the 13 linkage groups 
in soybean (Palmer and Kilen, 1986) only linkage group 9 has three good 
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molecular markers which would allow scoring and selection of 
individuals to be done at the seedling stage. The other linkage groups 
with multiple markers (1 and 8) both require mature plants and/or more 
laborious methods of scoring; further, some of these loci condition 
deleterious phenotypes which would not be useful in a breeding program. 
Palmer and Kilen (1986) listed 29 enzyme and protein loci; the six loci 
loci defined here bring the total to 35. It would seem that these mark a 
substantial portion of the soybean genome. The lack of a linkage map, 
however, means that these loci simply mark random segments of 10 to 20 cM 
size. The lack of linked markers makes bracketing impossible; further, 
many of the allozymes surveyed are essentially fixed in modern breeding 
populations (Section IV). 
The future of classical genetics in soybean, then, would seem to lie 
in developing a saturated map using molecular markers. The difficulties 
in this, however, are enormous. Any two molecular markers are still two 
random loci, and we still have a low probability of finding linkages 
among markers strewn about the 20 chromosomes in the haploid set of 
soybeans. The cost is very high, both in terms of money and time, for 
generating negative linkage data with DNA markers. 
One way to facilitate these studies would be to work with trisomies. 
A smaller population is needed to test linkage with a trisomie than is 
needed to detect linkage between two random loci. Markers which are on 
the same chromosome could then be mapped relative to one another with a 
high efficiency. At the present time, there are only five characterized, 
unique, trisomies available. It would seem that development of a full 
set of trisomies for soybean is something which can, and should, go hand-
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in-hand with development of molecular markers and a saturated map. Work 
in both of these areas is currently being conducted here and elsewhere. 
The development of the tomato molecular linkage map was facilitated 
by using a cross between two diverse parents, Lycopersicon esculentum 
(tomato) and ^  penneTlii. It was further expedited by the ease with 
which backcross (testcross) populations are obtained in tomato. The 
latter is labor-intensive in soybean, and is not appropriate for a 
breeding program. For initial studies, it should be possible to select 
parents which are diverse enough that they are likely to differ for a 
large number of DNA markers. If we assume that Gjj_ soja wouldn't be used 
in such a mapping project because of the poor agronomic phenotypes it 
conditions, then the information in Section IV would be useful in 
selecting parents for further molecular work. Accessions which fall into 
different clusters could be selected; alternatively, the data base could 
be sorted in such a way as to select parents which differ at a maximum 
number of loci. For practical reasons, the choice of parents would be 
limited to pairs which are of similar maturity. 
In summary, then, this dissertation has defined six new molecular 
markers which are ideal tools for qualitative genetic studies in soybean. 
It has assigned two loci conditioning isoenzyme variants to linkage group 
1. Further, it has provided information on the distribution of allozymes 
at 13 loci. It is hoped that this latter study will provide some 
perspective on the relationships among accessions in the germplasm 
collections. 
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